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BUSY CRIMINAL DOCKET

WILL CONTINUE

Governor’s Thanksgiving Proclamation

Lincoln County Not To Be
Deprived of Its
Gauge Road

£ Has Marked Past Four Days of Superior Court—Jurors
Probably Dismissed Today
A realization of unseen as well as material blessings was urged by £

Narrow

Continuance
Wiscasset
.
...
„ _ of . the
.
_
.
Waterville & Farmington Railroad
was favored by nearly 100 per cent
_________________ of the stockholders at a special
I meeting held in Wiscasset Tuesday.

* -~ ~-............ ...... » With thg closing 0{ the road set

for Nov. 20 when shippers have been
advised that the last train would be
run, a group of Wiscasset business
*•*
•••
M •••
......... ... ... ... ...
,e, p men stepped in and outside inter
ests were found who would take hold
of the 45-mile narrow gauge line and
OUR FUR-BEARERS
J operate it.
The recently organized Lions Club
Miss Ada Burpee Regrets Attitude
Adopted By the Department of of Wiscasset got behind the moveI ment at the start and obtained the
Education.
backing of 90 per cent of the local
stockholders.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Large blocks of stock held outside
It seems most unfortunate that at
this time when the thinking men and the territory served by the road were I
women of the country, and the radio acquired and control assured. At'
and press are waging a battle to the meeting which was harmonious
abolish the diabolical suffering of excepting for one clash between
our fur-bearing animals that our Ivice President O. E. Langer and
department of education should lend ! James L. Byrne of Damariscotta,
its approval to a contest, which may 3,965 shares were represented of the
result in a setback to this humane 5,300 outstanding. When the votes
I necessary to insure continuance of
movement.
The proposed law does not Inter the road were taken, but 20 shares
fere with the rights of trappers, | were voted in opposition. This al
hunters or seek to discourage the most unanimous sentiment assured
wearing of furs, but simplv demands I the success of plans to continue
taking the little animal alive or kill j service.
Assurance has been received by
ing painlessly. Humane traps are
Harvey R. Pease, chairman of stock
already on the market.
I understand that Massachusetts holders’ committee, that the mall
has just outlawed the steel trap by a contract would be retained. With
; 2 to 1 vote. When the time comes for out this contract the prospect of
us to register our vote, let’s see to It continuance would have been small.
j that the stain of this atrocity does This railroad operates the only twofoot gauge railway postoffice in the
not rest upon the soul of Maine
Ada C. Burpee.
United States.
•
Rockland, Nov. 12.
Frank W. Winter of Auburn, who
has already acquired ownership of
MARRIED OR SINGLE
1750 shares ’and stands ready to con
tinue purchasing stock as offered,
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
will become the controlling influence
| Must we get married to get a job? jn (bp new management of the road
The best way to get work is to marry Mr winter feels confident that he
some business man, then get a job Wjn be abje to get the additional
! away from a single girl who needs freight tonnage necessary In order
it. Why not take a census of the (0 make the road self-supporting,
women employed in Rockland? I
With the assurance that this line
believe the majority of married oner wm continue plans are being formui would make both the employers and ]ated for the industrial development
the husbands of these women of Wiscasset. These plans call for
ashamed of the unfairness tq the (he employment of at least a score
single girls. However, If they prefer of men during the coming winter
the job, why don’t they give us the months and within a year good sized
| husbands? I mean, those business payrolls seem assured for this town,
men who are making enough to Definite action which guaranteed
support a family decently and whose continued operation was taken
wives are spending money earned as Thursday In Augusta, when Chief
waitresses and clerks on expensive justice Pattangall approved the bond
furs and jewelry, driving their own of S. J. Sewall of Wiscasset, one of
cars to work! Their husbands spend the receivers named in an earlier demore in restaurants than they find cree. The chief justice in a decree
In their pay envelopes on Saturday which was a modification in part and
Why don’t these men give their an addition to an earlier decree eswives the difference and keep them tablishing receivership, ordered Re
st home—or divorce them—and lei reiver Sewall to continue the operathem see how it is to worry about tion of the line without interruption,
room rent and food, as well as fir.; This action of course revokes notices
and cars.
Another Single One issued by the president of the road
Rockland. Nov 14
that the last train would be run before the end of the present month.
Timely service, like timely gifts, ♦ I
Is doubled In value.—George Mac- ... |
•- Donald.
...
♦|
♦

Gov. Gardiner in a proclamation designating Thursday, Nov. 27, as
Thanksgiving Day in Maine.
The proclamation follows:
"The simple harvest of our forefathers brought sincere expressions
of thankfulness. The fruitfulness of the land gave assurance to
physical life that spiritual life might tower above the things of the
earch.
"Today we demand more from the world. Because we have so
much that can be seen let us not be unmindful of the blessings which
are unseen.
“Let us be thankful for this age of enlightenment and peace.
“It is well that a time should be set apart from usual pursuits and
I do hereby proclaim Thursday, Nov. 27, 1930, Thanksgiving Day in
the State of Maine.
"Let us upon this day endeavor to give our thanks to God for the
gifts assigned to us.”

••■••-•-•-••■•-I

The Jurors were still in attendance
upon Superior Court when this paper
went to press, but it seemed probable
that noontime would find them on
their way homeward, rejoicing over
the completion of their duties. The
criminal docket is still under con
sideration, and Court may run into
next Monday.

night in question and that the car
went into the ditch. He said that the
road was being repaired at that point
however, and was in bad condition.
He told of smelling some alcohol but,
did not know whether it came from
Norcross or the car. He said that
Norcross staggered some as he
walked but that the road was rough
which might have caused it. He was
not willing to state positively that
«•. .
Norcross was intoxicated
A verdict of not guilty for both re
Walter Dimick, night man at the
spondents was returned by the jury Rockland Garage stated that Nor
in the case, State vs Alger Wellman cross came there soon after the acci
and Henry Tower, charged with dent and that he was apparently
jacking of deer. This case was re sober. The bo.v Scammon admitted
ported in the last issue of this paper telling a slightly different story in
♦ • • 4
Attorney Tirrell's office and County
Ernest Murphy of Eastport and Attorney Campbell intimated that
Harold Fish of Portland paid fines this was done under persuasion or
of $100 each on charges of driving pressure. The evidence of the notary*
THE SAME OFFICERS
under the influence of intoxicating public who took the acknowledgment
liquor. Clyde Moody of Rockland seemed to deny this, however The
pleaded guilty to a charge of intoxi Jury was out but a short while and
Will Guide Country Club Af
cation and was Sentenced to 90 days returned a verdict of “not guilty."
fairs Another Year—Im- j
in jail but sentence was suspended Tirrell for the respondent; Camp
during good behavior and he was bell for the State.
proving Golf Course
♦ # ♦ ♦
turned over to Probation Officer
Webster. The case of Walter Kelley
It
was
not
at
all surprising that
A slightly reduced membership, but !
of Lincoln County who was inciicTed the second jury elected George F.
an improved financial condition,
lor breaking jail was placed on the Lewis of North Haven as Its fore
were noted in the reports of the
docket, continued for sentence, and man. Mr. Lewis came here as a
he will not be molested during good juryman away back in 1884, and has
Rockland Country Club, presented at
behavior. Tills action was taken be served many times since that date.
the annual meeting Thursday night.
cause of mitigating circumstances.
He has some interesting recollections
The following board of officers was
♦ • ♦ ♦
of Knox County’s court affairs.
• ♦ » •
reelected:
Roy Cook of Roxbury, Mass., one
State vs. James Simonton was tried
President—E. R. Veazie.
of the alleged "silk dress thieves”
pleaded guilty to the indictments Friday. This was an appealed case
Vice President—W. C. Ladd.
against him for the larceny of the from the Rockland Municipal Court
Secretary—W. P. Burpee.
dresses, larceny of the automobile and ’Mr. Simonton was charged
Treasurer—A. F. Lamb.
and to breaking jail On the in with driving while under the influ
Directors—W. O. Fuller, H. A. Bufdictment for breaking jail he was ence of Intoxicating liquor. The
sentenced to not less than two nor State produced Maurice Turner, a
fum, H. E. Robinson, W. 8. Rounds,
more than four years in State Prison. schoolboy of Rockport, who saw Sim
Fred C. Dyer, W. H. Spear, L. E.
onton's car run into a Massachusetts
The
other indictments were filed.
Wardwell, B. F. Mathews.
car on the highway Just this side of
» * * •
It was definitely announced, that James S. Van Middlesworth, Treas
the bridge in Rockport. He testified
The
“
Easy
Payment
”
plan
which
Pete Moran will continue in the ca
urer of Lawrence Portland Cement
that he saw Simonton take out a Jar
has
swept
the
business
houses
of
the
pacity of golf pro, and it is also
Co., Who Died Yesterday
and throw it over the rail.
country
has
at
last
invaded
the
the intention to engage an expert
Inspector Levi Flint testified that
courts. A respondent who pleaded he was called to the scene: that he
greens keeper. L. E. Wardwell was
Word
was
received
here
yesterday
guilty
to
driving
while
intoxicated
named as the club’s delegate to the
smelled liquor on Simonton's breath;
annual meeting of the Maine State of the death at his home in Bruns was fined $100, but being unable to that Simonton staggered and that it
pay
the
whole
amount
was
allowed
wick, N. J., of James S. Van Middles
Golf Association.
was his opinion that he was intoxi
Many improvements have al worth, 60, secretary and treasurer of to pay $40 down, and will pay the cated. Two newspaper reporters who
balance
to
the
probation
officer
$10
ready been made on the golf course. the Lawrence Portland Cement Co.,
were there said they smelled liquor,
The man in charge of the work in with which corporation he had been a month. If a man buys goods on saw Simonton stagger and said he
the
installment
plan
and
fails
to
pay
forms the Club that it will have one
was thick in his speech Each be
of the most beautiful golf courses In associated for 41 years. He was a the goods are repossessed, but in this lieved him intoxicated.
Deputy
man of high character and ability case if payment is not made the re Sheriff Charles Cavanaugh was at
the State.
and held in great esteem in business spondent himself will be repossessed the jail when Simonton was taken
circles. Mr. Van Middlesworth had and will find himself in jail. This is there. He said he had to help
LARGER APPLE CROP
paid frequent visits to this city in the first time In the history of the Simonton into the Jail and that he
Harvest In New England Promises his official connection with the ce Knox County Court that a fine has considered him intoxicated.
To Be 30 Per Cent Above the Five- ment plant at Thomaston, and here been paid In installments.
Simonton's version was that he had
*» * • •
as elsewhere he made friends.
a jar of sour cider in his car that he
Year Average
George A. Mahan of the Massa had taken from a customer in ex
A prospect for a commercial apple 2,470,000 barrels, as compared with chusetts bar was at the Court House change for some sweet cider When
ftnp In New England 30 per cent 1,868.000 harvested last year and a all day Thursday in the interest of the accident occurred tlip Jar was
broken and the contents were spilled
larger than last year’s harvest, was five year average of 1,397.000. This Roy •Cook.
• . • .
on him which accounted for the odor.
made Thursday by the New England years crop promises to be 30 per cent State vs. Parker Norcross occupied His speech was impaired by a new
crop reporting service of the United above the five year average and the the jury’s attention Thursday Nor set of false teeth and his staggering
lagest ever harvested in New Eng- cross was charged with operating an was due to his poor physical condi
States Department of Agriculture.
The crop is expected to total land.
automobile while und< the influence tion which Dr. Hutchins of Camden
of intoxicating liquor. The only ma later testified to. Several witnesses
terial Witness for the state was Orrin who saw Simonton before and after
Scammon, a 15-year-old boy from the accident stated they saw no signs
Owl's Head. He testified that Nor of intoxication. The case will go to
cross gave him a ride home on the , the Jury on Saturday morning.

SELECTED THE SUB-COMMITTEES

Notice To Our
Christmas Club Depositors
This is the last week

to make payments on

our 1930 dub.

Payments will not be
9

accepted after Friday,
I

"

November 21st.

New Club for 1931 is

Christmas Club Members of the
Rocldand Savings Bank

Volume 85................ Number 1 37

now open for mem
bership.

The date of the last payment on the

General Committe On Cement Dust Inquiry Organizes For
Work—Word From the Airport
I

The general committee named by tor. In fact the dust seems to act
the recent mass meeting to investi-jthe same aa emer.y does on metal..
. . . .. ..
, "The tendency is to cut our piston
gate the cement dust situation met r,ngs plstons cyUnders and bearlngs.
last night to perfect organization, Because of this we had to overhaul
which was done through the medium our motors twice last season. The
of these committee selections:
prevailing winds were southwest
. . . .
. , I during the summer and swept the
Finance
E. K. Leighton, chair- dust across (be flying field and sea
man Mrs. Mabel A. Creighton and; base.”
Frank Elliot
1 The uncomfortable impression has
Farm and ' Garden-Mrs. Harriet i ?°ne forth that the city might lose
Silsby Frost, chairman. Miss Alice the airP°rt- which has come to *
recognized as one of the city's most
George and Walter Low
Buildings and Property — Mrs. important institutions.
Ruth George, chairman, Lawrence
TO HONOR BOYNTON.
Dunn and Dr. James Kent.
Publicity—John O. Stevens chair Stanley C. Boynton, who recently
man, Mrs. R. O. Elliot, Miss Rita broke the transcontinental flight rec
Smith and Dr. William Elllngwood. ords, and Captain William H. Win
Cement Plant Investigation—H. D. capaw, manager of the CurtissCrle chairman, A. F. McAlary, Ed Wright Flying Service will be guests
ward Keating, Levi Gilchrest, Captain of honor at a father and son ban
W. H. Wincapaw and Mrs E, D. quet sponsored by the CamdenSpear.
Rockport Lions Club next Wednes
Legal Affairs—Charles T. Smalley day night. In common with every
chairman, Albert T. Gould and W. H. body else throughout Knox County
Butler.
the Camden and Rockport Lions feel
Legislative—George L. St. Clair that the young aviator has done
chairman, A. C. McLoon and Dr. B. much to bring widespread publicity
H. Keller.
and honors to Knox County and
Headquarters—Mrs. E K Leighton 1 Maine, and they desire to show their
chairman, Mrs. W O. Fuller and Miss recognition of it in a substantial
Caro Littlefield.
j manner.
Each committee is given authority
- ---------------to add such further members as it VOl !R FAVORITF POEM
may desire The chairmen of all the, YUUK trtVUMlL TVZL
committees will constitute the execu If I had to live my life again I would
tive committee, which will attend have made a rule to read some poetry
and listen to some music at least once
to the co-ordination of the work.
The loss of these tastes Is a
There is no immediate intention alossweek.
of happiness.—Charles Darwin.
of inaugurating a drive for funds.
What Capt. Wincapaw Says

Among the local institutions which 1
find the cement dust a source of i
annoyance is the Curtiss-Wright
Flying Service.
'
“We have been having trouble all !
summer with the airplanes which
were
left outdoors,” said Captain '
vx/iiiin—, rr

1930 Christmas Club is November 17,
1930. Club will be open until Novem

4% INTEREST PAID 4%

ber 29, and if payments are not made
in full on that date, no interest will be

allowed.

William H. Wincapaw, manager of

Security Trust Company
Rockland, Maine

Christmas Club for 1931 opens Dec

ember 8. Payments may be made on
or before that date.

Camden

Union

Vinalhaven

Rockport

the Rockland Airport, yesterday. 1
“We wash the machines, in the '
morning, but their condition is soon
as bad as it was before. The dust
sticks to the fabric of the wings and
is breathed in through the carbureTwenty-five new dress coats just
received. On sale at greatly reduced
prices. E. B. Hastings & Co.—adv.

Warren

A thirty pound turkey will be given
away the night before Thanksgiving
at the Fireproof Garage golf course.
Each person playing a round may be
the one to take home the handsome
bird. It is not a matter of scoring.—
adv.

WHEN I WAS A BOY
Up in the attic where I slept.
__ _______
When
I was a boy. a little boy.
In through the lattice the moonlight

Bringing''a tide of dreams that swept
Over the low, red trundle-bed.
Bathing the tangled curly head
Whlle^moonbeams played at hide and
With the dimples on' the sun-browned
When I was u boy, a little boy.

And

oh!

the

dreams—the

dreams

I

,„?rea’i'ed.!
___„
ha-i
I wasthat
a >through
.
. ylattice
For When
the grace
the
streamed
Over my folded eyelids seemed
To have the gift of prophecy.
And to bring me glimpses of times to be
When manhood's clarion seemed to call—
Ah’ that was the sweetest dream of all.
When I was a boy, a little boy!
I'd like to sleep where I used to sleep
When I was a boy, a little boy!
For In at the lattice the moon would
peep.
Bringing her tide of dreams to sweep
The crosses and griefs of the years away
From the heart that is weary and faint
today!
And those dreams should give me back
again
A peace I have never know*'
fhen—
When r was a boy. a little boy!
- Eugene Field*

Every-Other-Day
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RAMBLES AFIELD

TO THOSE WHO WANT WORK

Here, There and Yonder,
Touching the Alluring
Things of Nature.

Fill Out This Blank and Mail To

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Rockland. Me.. Nov. 15. 1930.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddie,
Who on oath declares that he ls Press
man ln the office of The Courier-Gazette,
and that of the issue of this paper of
Nov. 13. 1930. there was printed a total
of 6263 copies.
W. H BUTLER.
Notary Public.

ROCKLAND CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, 447 Main Street,
Roekland, Maine

FLY
In This Heated Cabin Plane

') 1 ? 1 ),S froiix. a
/ANDmmcy.

My regular trade or occupation is:
(Number Twenty-two)
Know ye not that a little leaven I
leavcnth the whole lump?—I. Cor.
Coronilla. Linaria Vulgaris, Money
wort, Polygonum Cuspidatum—Oh, I
5:6.
Other kinds of work I can do are:
could name a host of them and they
! are all pretty and some are even
BELIEVES IN -ADVERTISING
beautiful—in their place, but their
I have---------- (number) to support besides myself.
place is certainly not in the flower
Those who liave read the story of garden, for they spread and increase
Magic Valley of Texas I the Mediterranean sea—all that
the life of Cyrus H. K. Curtis, as told ' so fast that they will soon drive
The last date I worked was:
People who live along here in this freight—and then sold for three
in that fascinating book, “A Man everything else out and you will have
valley have certain beliefs and te cents tach, and you sell the same
From
do ... oood
bo
lieve in certain signs that are peculiar apple in Rockland for five cents and
to thc Valley folks and are not shared 10 cents each. Will some one explain
My last employer is: (Name and address)
reminded of his steadfast belief in and piantain. In my zeal for exby people in other parts of the State. that? It probably is not the fault
tee value of newspaper advertising, perimenting I have raised all the
of the honest Rockland merchant,
Here are some of them:
It is a belief that he consistently above mentioned and some others, so
A Mexican can foretell the weather who of course sells on a very close
know whereof I speak. Some of
backed up by the expenditure of ‘ Ithem
better and more accurately than any margin, but there is a colored gentle
I have driven from the garden
U. S. weather bureau official.
man in the woodpile somewhere.
large sums of money in giving pub- j int0 their proper piace but even
My name is:
The cactus plant contains many j
<s> <s> <§> <®>
licity to his own magazine, at a time with constant vigilance a few will
(daily except Sunday)
wonderful ingredients, and Mexicans Most of the fruit leaving the valley
when it was struggling for wider still spring up occasionally where
who know how to put them together for foreign shipment is put through a
My address is:
recognition and the finding of the they ar* not wanted “ ±en,J^Z
can cure any disease with them.
process that seals the)
mg visitors express a desire for some
When the air is full of butterflies paraffine
money for such exploitation became of these plants I am very generous
pores in the skin of thc fruit and'
Telephone number that will reach me.
look out for rain.
keeps it indefinitely.
First thc
one of the most difficult problems with them and immediately offer
That a rattlesnake will not bite a orange or grapefruit is scrubbed (by
with which the struggling young them the privilege (?) of digging up
native. (This is a rattlesnake coun machinery) in a big tanx containing
(weather
permitting)
away.
try. There are seven varieties. They water and a solution of soda; then to
publisher had to deal. Now, at the all they can carry
• ♦ * »
kill rattlers here in the Valley that a rinsing tank; then to another tank
head of the greatest publishing
The first mentioned—coronilla—is
are 10 feet long, as large around as containing a weaker solution of soda,
house in the world, the young man a beautiful thing, both plant and
an alarin clock, and with 20 to 24 then another rjnsing; then drying,
of the early days of struggle reposes blossom, but its place is in the field
rattles. They do not club them. A
a ba[h Qf
ffin a thin coat
Leaving Rockland at 10.00 A. M.
with
clover
and
the
other
vetches.
I
man keeps away a safe distance and j which sea,s [he
airUght and pre.
no less confidence in what advertis for it really is a vetch and is often
Leaving
Portland
at
3.00
P.
M.
shoots the snake. E\eryone carries a vents decay prepared in this manFill Out This Blank and Mail To
ing is capable of bringing to pass. listed in catalogues as “crown vetch." j
guJ}'
.
.
. .
ner, fruit does not shrink, does not
Let us note this associated press The blossoms are like small bright'
No one ever gets sunstruck in the dry up and nQ ,ce ls needed fQr re.
ROCKLAND CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, 447 Main Street,
Fare each way, $6.25
pink peas collected into a head about :
despatch from Philadelphia:
Rockland, Maine
VarJry:
'
.
' frigeration shipment. The saving ln
That Mexicans are fatalists and | jce
for th# procesj. In
The Curtis Publishing Company I the shape and size of a clover bios- j
Free transportation from Portland Airport to the
som
but
unlike
that
blossom
it
has
'
announce it will start "an intensive
, .
..
,___
P
h
‘
1
°
s
°P
hpl
s
shipments,
ice averages about $50 a
Congress Square Hotel
That when cactus blooms, fleas will
/
advertising campaign in magazines no Kreen mlxed with it. The leaves
I will furnish work as follows: (kind of work)
get bad.
i
and newspapers" to stimulate bus:- are Pinnate, like tiny locust leaves.
That if a Mexican dies of old age,
ness. The campaign opening Thurs and the stems, a yard long or more,
he never really knows how old he is, | A cactus bloom lasts but a day. In
day takes the form of a full page sprawl all over the ground somewhat
but is usually over a hundred.
the yard of a home I found a small
advertisement of the Saturday Eve like the pretty blue vetch often found
WAYMOUTH SAW
th'?r, P°intin«;
they carrlt
That few die of old age. Mexirfkns "Rock garden made of petrified tree
ning Post in newspapers in key cities in the hay fields and which I have
with them in bladders.
i rock, which is found in the desert
_____
_____
from
coast__to
coast_______
and in national seen hay makers carefully avoid as
•w,,
ij. r- v i r__ I: Jacob Bailey, the frontier mission- kill one another from habit.
I near here, and scattered among these
w hen His English L.xpeat- ary bndt his parsonage at pownaimagazines to be handled by Erwin, though fearing it might poison their
w
rocks were small cactus plants, rangI estimate it will last ... hours........ days, ... ... weeks......... months.......
Wasey & Co., New York.
cattle, while the fact is that in many
tion Came Up St. Georges borough in 1770 and in the parsonAll newspapers here are five cents ing in size from 4 to 12 inches. ReIn announcing its plans, the com- places farmers buy the seeds and
r
age garden he had growing practi- each.
The penny is not in general cently I noticed a single bloom on one
pany stated its "belief that the time raise the plants for the express purRiver In 1605
cally every flower and shrub which use except
in the chain fcod stores of the plants. It proved to be a
has come to establish larger advertis- poss of feeding it to their cattle You
I will pay:............ . per hour, or.............. per week.
—r
were adapted to this climate and soil. such
as the A.&P. The markets carry flower the shape and size of a moming appropriations to stimulate busi- will find the seeds advertised in the
I Address by Dr. Bertram E. Pack- We flnd in his letters
interesting great big red Jonathan eating apples ing glory growing out between the
ness and that in its opinion there has forming department of nearly all
ard, Commissioner of Education of accounts of the old parsonage gar- at 22 cents a doz«i—and that figures 1 spikes of the cactus plant. The
never been a better time for inten- garden catalogues.
Maine. at the State Field Meeting of
,• .....
.
. _
less than two cents each. We are spikes are like needles, very sharp
My name is:
sive advertising, backed up by ag» • • •
the Knox Academy of Arts and SciAbbott in his garden at Fewacres 1000 miles away from any apple! and stiff, and. very numerous, to
gressive selling methods.
Linaria Vulgaris is the old "butter
cnces]
at Farmington also had growing all country. Apples are shipped boxed, ' keep the desert animals from biting
The reader of the initial advertise- and eggS- oj our childhood, the bios- •
Maine did an exceedingly gracious ijjjf !jhrub® and flowers suitable for and in tissue.
My address is:
into the watery pulp of the plant to
ment carried Thursday by the lead- soms looking not unlike a small.
and filial act in assisting Massachuoca‘ty and
“W Hnd there
You live in an apple country in quench their' thirst. Up between
setts in her tercentenary celebration, today certain plants which are to be Rockland. Apples all around you. these needles came over night the \
inc dailv papers of the country will snapdragon. Once introduced into a 1
Telephone:
6
‘
~ r
rrn
vJon nnr) if ic lilro the rw»r u’biinh
garden
and it is like the poor which
However, I am not going to speak {°und ln bardly any other place in Can you go out and buy great, largo, little lone morning glory, tinted a
find in it much more than the pro “ye always have with you," for I
about the tercentenary at this time Maine Everywhere as we travel fine, firm eating apples. Jonathans, shell pink, beautifully lined, and
motional allusions to the Saturday never knew one to die. When I lived
You know that a party of people through the State we find Maine ex- wrapped ln tissue, and displayed ln down in the tenter of the bell a small
____call _____
____-itO-................
Recommendation that every New exact appraisal of both the extent were met at Kittery the'entrance to ceedingly rich in the luxuriance of orange boxes, for 1 5-6 cents each? round ball of gold as large as a dried
Evening Post. —
It _________
sounds a bugle
On the________
mountain-side
grew
on the
to the5business and manufacturing Ingraham place, now occupied by England community make immedi- and the effects of unemployment, the gtate
Interesting exercises ^er vegetation. Possibly you may What's the answer? I confess it is pea. It was delicate and beautiiul.
,"TTi, qtqfp-,o snaD che Winchenbaches and Aldana and ate provision for the local registra- which appears to be the first step in were held at York. The party pro- na'f, heard that some enterprising too deep for me. I bought fine Ore- . I looked the next mornings but it had
interests of the United States to snap x usgd
the
o.ange tion of persons wanting work has an intelligent plan to aid in the pres- ceeded through Portland where gentlemen of Holland first expert-* gon eating apples in Naples, Italy, all w'thered and has never bloomed
out of the doldrums and set things and vellow blossoms and carry them been made by the industrial commitent employment situation. rjearhy was located the settlement ef mehted in California and later in during the winter of 1927-28, for again. It lasted but a day And I
to going by going after them. Un- to school. They are so tenacious tee of the New England Council.
"The committee feels that the im- Richmond Island, passed through New Jersey and finally located in about three cents each, and they had ’ tl.ink of that line of Grav’s "Full
rtnnhterilv this ramnaien of full page that I have no doubt I could find The recommendation is being forportant objective is to get a knowl- Brunswick, known in the early davs Bowdoinham Maine, a rose garden to be shipped 3000 miles from Oregon many a flower is born to blush un
doubtedlj this campaig
P g
....
, there > warded immediately to the six state edge of the actual effects of unem- as pejep8cot passed bv the site of where they claim that ln all their ex- to New York, 2500 miles across the ] seen and waste its sweetness on the
ads. the cost of which must run into Q
when manufacturers' associations in New ployment, in order that assistance. tbe oid^iyZim trading post estab- Perience no place in all the country
Atlantic, and 1000 more miles across ' desert air."
............................................
J- is **
the
hundreds of thousands,
to CURiVat’ ed and fertilized the blos- England, to all other industrial or- through productive jobs, may be i<$hed in Augusta in 1625. passed by can p<lual the climate and soil for the
ganizations
and
to
chambers
of
commade
available
first
where
most
dehistoric
old
Fort
Halifax
in
Winslow
Jrowing
of
this
beautiful
flower,
redound to the profit of the Satur- soms are much larger and handsomer
merce.
served and most needed
And then journeyed to Skowhegan
The Knox Arboretum located here
day Evening Post, but more than than those we find growing along the merce.
The committee simultaneously an-, "The more promptly communities 3nd attended a performance at Lake- *n the beautiful valley of the Gorges
that, it cannot fail to exert a nation- railroad track and by the side of the nounced that the industrial section register their workers needing Jobs. wood Theatre. A prologue had been and appropriately named for that
of the forthcoming Sixth New Eng- the better equipped they will be to prepared especially for this occasion 2Jrly Patriot who lived nearby in
wide influence in the stimulation of
"For England and St. Thomaston has a great opportunity
confidence. "Bet on America,” says
Moneywort we used to call "French land Conference to be held in Bos- co-operate with the Governors of entitled. in
W/ien
commemoration
of the , J® be of value to the people of this
. ___ ,
..
it in
ton, Nov. 20 and 21, will devote it- their states and through them with George,'1 ... ___
___ _____ _____
this first announceme
winter not knowine it was hardv sel£ exclusively to the development of the President's emergency commit- landing of Waymouth in 1605.
?Jate' HereJn time will be realized
He paid his last annual premium on a Twenty Payment
worry about where you are going There is ae yard near the i™.,
program for mobilizing all avail- tee on employment, by having actual | You all know of the landing of I „f„Vsl?nJ°:._the_I?,UI?der’ M.r- Ler
lower endia
end
work and applying it to the data on their respective situations. Waymouth in May of that year at ?>ond. and th!a will be a place of
from here."
Life Insurance Policy. He was then beyond the insurable
I of Gay street, which was a solid mat able
needs
of the greatest possible num- j “The biggest Job before New Eng- Monhegan Island and later at Allens •ea'Jty. of profit and of great value
of this vine when I used to visit ber
“eeds
age, but he wanted to still keep putting by the $96.00 per
of
workers.
land today is to maintain purchas- Island. Waymouth is especially in- to a“ nature lovers and nature stuPostmaster General Brown, an- 1 there and when I foolishly set out
year that his Life Insurance had cost him, so he commenced
The suggestion for registration of ing power through employment,” the teresting to the people of this valley dents in Maine,
nouncing his discovery of a portrait one small root in my own garden those wanting work was developed statement continues. "Maintaining for the reason that in 1605 he might
to deposit $8.00 per month with the Rockland Loan & Build
. . . adds
j , .1,
integine
have
EDITH M. VINAL
of, the 7
flrst. „
President,
that* »h»
the little
fQUghtdidwI aI)
over the
thf? result
place Ibut
R in conference with representatives employment is not entirely the prob- have tftxi the very spot where we are
ing Association. That was in May, 1924, and he now has a
deposit of $747.04. This man is in excellent health and
department hopes to show, in about still breaks out in spots and though of the six State manufacturers' asso- lem of manufacturers. All business today assembled.
............. .................
...........
....................................
.......... F M" WHC Of Fr,^ C Vinal
ciations in New England, and was and all ...
community
interests and
all I The
expedition was extremely
forcohfidently expects to continue his payments another six
eighteen stamps, Washington as a I admire it very much—in its place VXUUU..O
proved by vote of those represents- governmental officials share in the tunate in having with them an eduea.1f’°' “t alter an “mess of six
youth, as a civil engineer, as com- —I am as anxious now to get rid of tives and the Council's Industrial responsibility for helping to mobilize cated English gentleman who re- ^‘““s. She was bom March 29,
years and then receive $1600.00. x These facts, perhaps will
not appeal to younger men, but they may attract the at
all possible work and to insure its counted fully their experiences while
daujmte\°£^els^“ M and„the
mander in chief of the Army, and
coronU]a R
eyen conquer QUr Committee.
late Emma iMorse) Young. When
"Before the unemployment prob-, application to the greatest number in this locality.
tention of those beyond the insurable age who are still in
so on through his life '—showing mucb hated witch grass.
only
10
years
of
age,
she
became
lem in New England can be solved." of needy workers."
the game, and show them that this Institution can bc of
Washington at the time he went out
• » • •
motherless but
did her utmost to
says the industrial committee chair- The committee does not foresee Rosier records that on the 22nd mZintataT'the"
home
service to them as well as to the young or middle aged.
with Braddock. It is planned to use
Polyonum Cuspidatum is a name man; James W. Hook, president of the necessity for organization of of May> -We dlgKPd a piot Of ground. and brothers Af for finishing
this
picture on one of the series of ..
which. I found
in Dreer s garden the Geometric Tool Company of New complicated machinery, boards or wherein, amongst some garden seeds, '■
__ r_______________________
...
'
““““mg scnooi,
taught a short period in the rural
stamps to be issued in connection , £°°descrlbmS J>prfectiy a plant I, Haven in a formai statement, "It is committees to handle registration of we sowed peaze and barley, which in she
with thp 1QT’ hirrnfonnial relebra- I
fr°m BeTlfast nwrc £han | necessary to determine more pre- those wanting work, but believes sixteen dayes grew eight inches schools, later becoming a maker of
thirty years ago. I have never been | precjSeiy what the problem is. It is i that in every community some exist- above ground; and so continued millinery at Jordan, Marsh store,
1378tf
Boston, leaving the work to care for
tlon. This is another bit of good able to find any one who could give , therefore recommended that every ing machinery fan be utilized on a Rowing every day halfc an inch, al- an
invalid cousin.
news for the philatelists, to which we ; nle a common English name for the community provide a center or cen- volunteer basis easily and quickly to though this was but the crust of the
Oct. 8. 1919 she was united in mar
shall hope later to see added the an- ; P'ant and I,ha'? no means of know- | ters where those wanting work may ! assemble facts which will give a ground, and much inferior to the riage
to Fred C. Vinal of Rockland,
that ih» npctnfft™
P031tlvely that I am using this voluntarily register and record both clear picture of what needs exist mould we after found in the maine," and to them one daughter was born—
nouncement tnat me posioince oe- , name correctly but in all these years their need and their abilities, j and hence how best to fill them, Later on. the 11th of June, they
Marion Louise. Mrs. Vinal was an
partment is to issue a stamp celeno one has syer suggested any other Through such means each commun- 1 through provision of productive. passed up into the river going about exceedingly
INTRODUCING
devoted wife and mother
brating the achievements of that name so I think the above name ity could almost instantly attain an ! work
six and twenty miles. He states that untiring in her efforts to make happy
————, here, "The river it selfe as it runneth those about her. Her faith in thc
great Revolutionary figure, Major muf
fcorrect'„ J have ,r°ds °f. “•
B
.
and all from that one little piece
A Fine New Line of
xvzi-ru Ti_ir d/yw/i edc u£) lnt0 the ma‘n very nigh ^ort,,
Beyond helped her bear thc
General Henry Knox. Associated pjanted so iong ag0 r looks like a
THE NEW MAJESTIC
W1 1 H 1 nt, dU W Lt(\3 | miles toward the great mountaines, Great
long
months
of
suffering
without
with the dedication this coming year shrub but dies to the ground each
The I. L. Snow Co. beat the Ford beareth in bredth a mile, sometime murmuring, thinking only of the dear
ELECTRIC BULBS
of the memorial at Thomaston, this i winter and springs up with renewed
For those thousands of families Motor Co. 36 pins at the Carr alleys three quarters, and halfe a mile is ones left behind. Being tenderly
action on the part of thc government aneJ8y each spring In vain do I mow who feel that they do not wish to in- Wednesday night. Ames headed the the narrowest, where you shall never cared for by her mother-in-law, Mrs.
... ...
, ,
it down, pull it up. tramp on it and vest too heavily in a radio receiver
°urtits °n grand total‘ but C°I*- h6VC .und!:r 4. and ®../ath-Om„S 7.-5 Leonard Vinal. she was ever thought
bureau would be both graceful ana , usc
languag„ at ..
it O
nce...............
in it is
— —
.......
land had the highest string—104. hard by the shore, but 6. 7, 8, 9, and ful of her and of the many friends
fitting
there to stay and every few years a Just at this time, and those additional
summary:
110 fathoms all along, and on both
shared her trouble and mani
----------------sprout springs up from the place thousands who feel the need of a
j l snow Ci.—Bowdoin, 262; sides every halfe mile very gallant who
fested their love in various ways.
There appears to be no failure where 1 tost set it out. I changed "second” radio set around thc home. Snow, 256; Willis, 254; Ames, 288- Cbves."
Her husband, was constantly near,
this vear in Indian Summer s mani- the
^hCn 1 foUnd U likeIy t0 Origsby-Grunow Company, makers
Brault. 268; total, 1328.
In his march up the mountains he doing his utmost to relieve her suf
All Tha? The Name Implies
records:
it 'did
tms year in Indian Summers mam- spread and dug QUt eyery ^mp-or nf ’ ’ p
thrrtuZb Holl„
Fo-' Motor Co.-Copeland. 271; -----J- “And surely "
1,a all re fering. The efficient nurse Mrs.
. - ,
4
festation of itself. Promptly at the thought I did. but I have been dig- ”, MaJestlc B®410' through House j
2g5 Black 252; Porter 242; semble a stately Parke, wherein ap- Elizabeth Barton, faithfully cared for
...
.
_
Shormon
Tnr
QMnminpp
tho
Md.
’
’
’
*
peare some old trees with high^wlth- Mrs
the lagt few wpeks
The Hub Line is Complete—Standard—No
mid-session of November one beholds ging it up <-ver since, for every joint Sherman, Inc., announce the Ma Mei
, 282; total, 1292
• * * «
ered tops, and other flourishing with
Funera, seryices wfirc heJd at thp
jestic deLuxe compact model 52, per
the softened airs, the sun gentle in of thc stuff will root and grow.
Glare—Long Lived and Economical in First
Upon
the i home Nov. 5, Rev. Jesse Kenderdine
» » w »
The .Five
Aces «..,
amassed
a .....
total v.of Lliving
greene boughs.
fected screen grid superheterodyne
-----------,
—
,
..v
..w
u
^vv,
.
its rays and on the horizon a mellow
,,_
,
.
,, x J, And there are others, Lythrum which ideally meets a wide variety of 1471 Wednesday night, and the Cen- hilles grow natable high timber tree.- spoke words of hope and comfort,
Cost.
tinge of atmosphere that adds to ro,seum which scatters its seeds far requirements.
‘*tral Maine was far in arrears.1 ^“^rj^of
tun; and aUhe Bcautiful floral tributcs sllently rev
Clukey. Mitchell and Thomas were bottome of every hill, a little run of vealed the esteem in which she was
these adventures of nature into the , and near and has a root like a
TRY A CARTON
This newMajestic isremarkably
tjed JQr high total Qn 30g and fresh water; but the furthese and held. Mrs. Vinal was a member of
region of poetry. We dare say, there , wooden
knofo-snowflake
spirea,
nTn
flexible
in
the
uses
to
which
it
may
Thomas
was
top-notcher
for
singles
,ast
we
P
assed
'
ranee
with
a
great
the
Methodist
Episcopal
Church
and
is some .shrewd
weather waiting
waiting fnr 1 which will take root and grow by the
htewd weather
for side q{ thc foad whpn pu]1 up
be put
'
being
-■
suitabi-e for- a smaI1.. wi£h 117 1 The
... —
summary^
—
streame able to drive a mill.”
Golden Rod Chapter, O.E.S. Besides
Five Aces—Lindsey, 279; Shields,
us just around the corner, but that cast out
Old fashioned orange apartment as the initial radio pur
her husband and daughter, she is
Profits that he saw and noted in survived by an aged father, Delston
ls not to interfere with the present j hued lilies so often seen by the road- I chase, and equally suitable as the 294; Stone, 286; Clukey, 306; Mitctifell,
this part of the country he records . Young of Union; three brothers, Dr.
enjoyment of this lengthened eriod 1 side, especially where an open cel- I "second" set to stand beside an easy 306; total, 1471.
408 Main Street
Rockland
Tel. 791
Central Maine—Carr, 277; Vye, as follows:"
| Leonard Young of Fort Fairfield and
lar shows that once a hofesc stood chair in den, bedroom or sewing
of a closing summer.
267;
Elliott,
269;
Maxey,
274;
Thomas,
Trees
—
Oke
of
an
excellent
graine.
Quincy
E.
and
Ralph
W.
Young
of
there If you are tempted to use any
'
strait, and great timber; Elme, \ Union.
of these persistent plants, set them in !room' between twin beds, in the din- 306; total, 1383.• « * «
Knox County is to share again this one corner of the orchard or pasture ’“g room or kitchen, in the maid’s or
beech, birch, very tall and great; of j
----------------The Federals outpointed Forty j whose barke they make their canoas.
STRAND THEATRE
year in the Christmas Club prosperity or even by thr side of the road, but1 chauffeur's
quarters — anywhere
No. 3, at Carrs Thursday wich-hazell; hazell, alder, cherrywhich attaches to the pre-Christmas don t allow them to crowd out the that a small, compact, yet high Club
.........
__ yew, _____
“Remote Control” a mystery
Beach of the Forties ..............
had tree,......
ash,
maple,
spruce,____
aspe,
sav DrosDcritv for at the I floWCrS ln y0Ur garden' for they WM quality receiver is desirable. In de night.
season ,We
high
string
(118) and high total, his firre many fruit trees, which we . thriller comes for Monday and Tues.J
P P ty’J , 1 tn” j surely do it if they once get a foot
sign, it is a greatly reduced high-boy nearest competitor being Benner, six knew not.
day which met with fair success on
time flamed
the various *"banks
"**
’ will
" hold.
Adelia F. Veazie.
type, measuring 39U inches high, pins behind. The summary:
J Beasts—Reine-deere, stagges, fal- Broadway No element of mystery
release from these groups of sav- i
18'^ inches wide, and but 12% inches
Federals—Rackliff, 253; R. Perry, low-deere. beares, wolves, beaver, | enlivens the film. Rather is it a
ings a sum much exceeding $100,000.
When you buy a new Victor you deep
261; Beach, 244; Benner, 292; T. otter, hare, cony, hedge-hoggs, pol-! more or less well connected series of
Grigsby-Grunow Company are Perry, 276; total, 1326.
A portion of this will doubtless )settlc thc radio Question in your
I cats, wilde great cats, dogges, some Sags about a wise-cracking an___ , of. depositors
.
..
Forty Club No. 3.—J. Black, 260; like wolves, some like spaniels.
nouncer in a radio station. Bill
remain m the _hands
as (home
i_ adv for years. Maine Music Store. stressing the point that though the
cabinet dimensions are small, the re McLoon, 235; Dr. Stratton , 252; j Fishes—Whales, seales, cod very ; Haines gets fired for loafing, so t.ai.s
permanent savings, but a large bulk '
____________
ceiver proper and the speaker are of Dummy, 240; Beach, 298; total, 1285. great, haddockc great, herring great. Mary
into a radio broadcasting sta
”
of ..
it will find its way iuiu
into viicuiueis
channels There
will oe
be aa special
special aispiay
display ana
and me
v.
xiicic win
the very mgnesi
highest type, giving reprureproDoes your range burner carbon up?
* * ’ *
Iplaise, thornebacke, rockefish, lob- tion. There he encounters Charlie
) of trade, with ensuing healthful ;snlc of framed pictures at Crie's duction fully as delightful as that
The Rockland Body Co. defeated star great, crabs, muscles great, wi*h King, an old pal, and, inclderttally,
Mary's
brother.
Charlie
tells
his
,
Gift
Shop
today
and
all
next
week,
produced
by
the
larger
models.
Cabthe Street Railway 45 pins in Thurs- 'pearles in them; cockles, wilks, cuni stimulating of holiday business,
Have you ever tried the SHELL OIL?
Sizes up to 13x17. Prices 39c. to 98c. , inet woods are just as carefully day night's league game at Carr's, ner-fish, lumps, whiting, soales, tor- troubles in putting the station on a
pleasant thing to look forward to.
i New colors and subjects.—adv.*
chosen and as accurately matched. Newbert's 108 was high string, and toises
*
paying basis and Bill volunteers his
toises, oisters
oisters.
The control panel is outlined in Johnson had the high total. The I Fowles—Eagles, hemshawes„cranes aid. An advertisement for talent
SHELL FUEL OIL is to your heater what
' genuine imported marquetry inlay. summary:
The Boston newspapers this week 1
ducks, great; geese, swannes, pen- brings Benny Rubin. Polly Moran,'
The price is $86.00; sold complete
carried a group picture which pleased
Rockland Body Co.—Harjula, 265; guins, crowes, sharks, ravens, mewes, Cliff Edwards and Roscoe Ales to
Shell Gas is to your car
with tubes for $112.50.
Rockland folks very much In it
Newbert. 267; Johnson, 276: Thomas, turtle-doves, many birds of sundrie aPP1V for J°bs Each does hls or her
For those interested ln the techni 273; Nelson, 249; total, 1330.
were Col. and Mrs. Charles A. Lind- i
colours; many other fowls in flocks, specialty* thereby making it unnecYou know, more heat waves to the gallon
cal side, it can be said that a high
essary for Metro to make an all
bergh and our own champion, Stan- '
Street Railway—Freeman. 260; unknown.
ly efficient superheterodyne circuit Tolman, 260; Gregory, 267; Lane, 258; I
studio revue this year.
ley C. Boynton. Col. Lindbergh and
'
. » . «
is employed consisting of a stage of Leach, 240; total, 1285.
The ad also attracts the attention
Boynton had a 15-minute private in- :
» * « «
| Also—Fruits, plants, and herbs, of John Miljan, head of the Ghost
radio frequency amplification, an
| terview and it is a safe bet that the
Last night's league results at tobacco, excellent sweet and strong, Gang, crooks par excellence. Miljan
oscillator, a first detector, an inter
I Lexington-Rockland flyer received
mediate frequency stage, a second Carr's Forty Club, No. 2 1398' , wild-vines, strawberries, raspberries, sees possibilities of directing his
‘some valuable advice.
K. of P. HALL
detector and a push-pull output Wholesalers. 1376; Dark Horses, gooseberries, hurtleberries, currant, (gangsters by broadcasting instrucat 8.00 o'clock
trees, abundance; rose-bushes, peaze, j tions and signs at the radio station
stage The eight tubes required are 1384; Perry's Market, 1337
A noticeable improvement in the
’’All’s Well If You Heat With Shell”
Auspices of
three type G-24, one type G-27, one
when-n« BOSTON-You can buy Eround-,ll'ts' angeiica. a most sov-! as a professional mystic and seer. To
condition of Judge Miller is reported,
type D-427, two type G-45, and one copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the eraigne herbe, an hearbe that tell you the rest of the story would
Mi$s Bertha McIntosh’s
but it is stated that he will not be
type G-80 rectifier Speaker, volume home news, at the Old South News spreadeth the gVound and smelleth 1 be giving the secret away so come
Call us up—370-11
considered out of danger until next
Dancing Classes
and voltage controls are all an in Ch'ufoh: YisoharMnATdelmans01284So^e- like swee.1 mauoram. great plenty; and see the picture Monday and
Wednesday. Meantime visitors are
137&139
131Stf
moat St.
yery 6°°d dies, which appeare by I Tuesday—adv.
tegral part of the chassis

This ship will start making round trips

BETWEEN ROCKLAND AND PORTLAND
NOVEMBER 17,1930
For Passengers and Express

TO THE PUBLIC

SOMETHING DIFFERENT
He Was Sixty-ftve

Rockland Loan & Building Association

“Hub Economic”

CRIE HARDWARE CO.

Are You
Burning Oil?

ENTERTAINMENT
AND DANCE
MONDAY EV’G
NOVEMBER 24

not permitted to see him.

Geo. H. Thomas Fuel Co.

1
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Every-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN

Blue Bonnet Troop • meets Monday
in the Universalist vestry at 4
o'clock.

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

Miriam Rebekah meets Tuesday
Nov. 19— Annual fair of the Universa
lly Church.
evening
with supper at 6.15 and de
Nov. 21-22—Rockport's Big Carnival
and Food Fair.
I gree work.
Nov. 25—First annual ball of Rockland
police department ln Temple hall
Miss Flora Kirkpatrick ls registered
Dec. 1-Lady Knox Chapter. D. A. R..
as a day student at the commercial
meets with Mrs. Irene Moran
Dec 1—Ruth Mayhew Tent Christinas ! college.
fair. G. A. R. hall.
Dec. 3—Annual fair of Methodist
...
Church.
1 Wallace Spaulding has entered
Dec 3—Rockport—Annual Christmas j Knox Hospital for observation and
Sale and Supper of the Methodist Ladles' , treajment
Aid.
I
Dec. 3-4—Thomaston—Annual Fair of |
the Ladles Aid at the Methodist vestry
John Kirkpatrick has moved trom
Dec. 10—Fair and supper of Women's Pleasant street into the Herbert Ul
Auxiliary of St. Peter’s Church.
Dec. 10—Rockport—Christmas Sale and mer house, Old County road
Supper of Baptist Sewing Circle.
Dec. 10—Thomaston—Christmas sale of
The auxiliary of Sons of Union Vet
the Episcopal Ladles' Guild ln thc parish
erans meets Wednesday with supper
rooms.
Dec. 19 (7.151—Copper Kettle porch, at 6 and Mrs. Mabel Beaton, chair
opening meeting Woman's Educational man.
Club.

Maurice O. Wilson of the postofflee The Frank Keep property, 243 Cam
staff is confined to'his home by ill den streeC has been bought by. Mrs.
Sabra Witherspoon of North Haven,
ness.
the deal being made through the L.
j A. Thurston real estate agency.
Harry Roblshaw has moved from
Laurel street into the Kirk tenement
Thomas J. Sheehy leaves today'lor
at The Meadows
Portland to enter upon his new du
ties as assistant manager of this dis
C. S. Small installed a 9-hole trict for the Metropolitan Life. His
miniature golf course for Ralph family will join him later.
Brown of Vinalhaven this week.
The regular meeting of the KnoxJ. S. Gardner, who has been in Lincoln past noble grands associa
charge of road construction in vari tion will be held in Warren Nov. 19
ous parts of the State during the in conjunction with the past grands.
Supper will be served on the arrival
summer has returned home.
of guests.
Plant Manager Sonntag of the ce
Dr. F. E. Follett, for nineteen years
ment company left this mornnig on
a ten-day business trip that will take J associated with Dr. Ralph W. Bickhim as far as Chicago.
font. returned today from Portland
where he has been taknig a special
The inbound passenger train this course in full dentures given by a
forenoon struck an automobile con Chicago specialist
taining Mr. and Mrs. Frank Guyer,
at the Pleasant street crossing. The nev> Berman & Son electric
sign went into service last night and
Neither was seriously injured.
made a dignified addition to Main
night illumination. It was a
A. C. McLoon, John McLoon, L. E. street's
McRae, Carl H. Duff. Kenneth Knight product of the Crie studios and is
of^Rockport and Col^Farn^worth’oi technically termed "neon-like."
Augusta left this morning for Wil
A belated passenger missed the
son's on a hunting trip.
z
afternoon train yesterday, but it was
highly important for him to be in
Miss Anna Coughlin will be the Portland that night so he sought the
speaker before thc Baptist Mpn's assistance of the Rockland Airport.
League next Wednesday night. The Twenty-eight minutes after he had
topic has not been announced but been seated in a Travel-air plane he
her message is always one of great was in Brunswick boarding a choointerest and value.
choo. Pilot Charles Treat was at the
< stick.
At the annual meeting of the
Sportsmen and Landowners’ Asso
A car operated by Martin J. Cady
ciation last night these officers were of Portland waS in collision with a
elected: President, Perley Merrifield; sedan owned by William Lowdale of
vice president. M. M. Daggett; secre Portland early Thursday morning,
and because he went away without
tary-treasurer, C. M. D. Keene.
, reporting the fact Cady was fined
The present weather seems to an- ,
an{j costs, by Recorder Butler,
swer that troublesome question; (after pleading guilty. He also paid
"When is Indian summer?” Boston. lthe damages on Lovedale’s car, the
reports rain this morning, but the mCjdent costing him $114.50. Cady
Weather Bureau says continued mildiwas arrested by Deputy Sheriff Ludwcather today and tomorrow.
wick.

Universalist Fair

Page Three

IN THE

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 19
ADMISSION FREE

SERMONETTE

Linens, Aprons, Art Goods, Grabs, Ice Cream, Cakes
and Candies
Supper, European Plan, 5.30 to 7.30
OYSTER STEW 25c
CHICKEN PIE 35c
BAKED BEANS 15c
LOBSTER SALAD 65c
FRUIT SALAD 25c
CABBAGE SALAD 10c
ROLLS AND BUTTER lCc
DOUGHNUTS 2 for 5c
CAKE 10c
ICE CREAM 15c
COFFEE 10c
TEA 5c

137-138

TILLSON AVENUE MINIATURE GOLF
v .
' COURSE
Maine’s Most Beautiful and Interesting Links
,

Featuring

RINGER CONTEST
FRIDAY, NOV. 14, TO SATURDAY, NOV. 29
Inclusive

*

Attractive Ladies’ and Men’s Prizes

Putting Lessons by Tim Carroll

ISLAND BOATS
The Fall Schedule on the Vinalhaven and
/
Swan’s Island lines will continue until fur
ther notice.

Both boats are in service—

two trips.
Vinalhaven & Rockland Steamboat Co.,

Basil H. Stinson, Gen. Agt.

Headquarters of the executive com
Mrs. Elizabeth Morton will serve as
The W.C.T.U. met In regular ses chairman of the sale which the mittee of the cement dust inquiry is
The Sunshine Society through th,e
courtesy of those in authority has sion in the parlor of the Baptist Educational Club is to hold next located on the third floor of the city
been enabled to secure a room at 447 Church yesterday. After the read- Wednesday.
building. Spring street. The tele
Main street for their meeting place jtlg of several letters, from the State
phone is 663-M and the office will
the coming winter, each 'Monday afU .president, Mrs. Quimby, and other deMrs. Belle Frost, district deputy be open daily 9 to 12.
ise ordered. tpartments. It was voted to subscribe grand
ernoon unless otherwise
is to Inspect Forget----Use Chamber of Commerce entrance. $10 for literature for local distribu me-notmatron,
Chapter, O.E.S. at ' South
The auxiliary of Wlnslow-Holtion through the year. It was also
brook Post, A.L., is today serving one
W. S. York, who resided at the cor voted to do some definite work lor Thomaston, Monday evening.
i of its popular Saturday night sup
ol
ner of Main and Myrtle streets, com soldiers and sailors. The subject
________
Mrs.
Lula
Marshall
of
Augusta
has
_
pers from 5 to 7 for the convenience
plained of severe pains around the the program was: "What violations
heart when he arose yesterday morn of Vthe'prohibitory laws“have™ wit- cf)ld h"r nropertv at Glencove to of store clerks and shoppers. Mrs
discus- Frank Fuller of Pleasant street who Anne Alden and Mrs. Ella 1Hyland
The niiestion
question for
for discus
ing and died before medical help nessed?" ThP
reside there. The deal was are in charge.
could reach him. He was*51 and. sion was: "How shall I answer the will
worked ln the employ of the Stand arguments of the Wets?" with Mrs. made through Freeman Young’s
Ida Simmons as leader. Those tak agency.
The second district council ol
ard Oil Co.
American Legion Auxiliary met here
ing part in the discussion were Miss
“The Business Man and the Thursday
______ _____
__ units
____ of Auwith the
Ruth Mayhew Tent meets Monday,) Ada Young, Mrs. Frank Flint, Miss
evening, with supper at 6, Mrs. SUsie Florence Hastings. Miss Alena Young. Church' is the subject of an ad- bum, Rumford, Camden, Vinalhaven,
Karl chairman. Final plans must bc Mrs. Clara Emery and Mrs. Hope dress which will be delivered by Rev Thomaston and Rockland representH R. Winchenbaugh before the Bap- ed. Mrs Agnes Bradley of Rumford,
made for the Christmas sale Dec. 1. Brewster.
tist Men's League in Belfast next president, presided. Mrs. Anne SnowIn the list of chairmen for the safe
, reported on the work being done for
the name of Mrs. Lena Rokes as as* Public recognition was being given Wednesday night.
•----1 and by the disabled veterans at Tosistant to Mrs. Lizzie French for ex in the newspapers the other day to
There are seven student flyers at \ gus, and displayed samples of the
the claim of a boy of 13 to be the
hibits was omitted.
youngest church organist in the the Curtiss-Wright field this fall, the bunny napkin rings for children
Baraca Class of the Methodist country receiving a salary. Pratt Me latest recruit being William Webb of which the veterans are making. Mrs
Church holds its monthly supper morial Methodist Church does not Houlton There's no question about | Bradley gave an interesting account
Monday with this committee Ip claim to run a close second, but she thc air-mindedness of the Aroostook ol the main events of the auxiliary
meeting held at the national convencharge: Elizabeth Gregory. Nettle and does have a very promising giri or County folks.
----tion in Boston, and each unit repreAlice Britt. Mr. and Mrs. Henry de ganlst who is not yet 15. Miss Carol
Rochemont. Mr. and Mrs. Frank Gardper took up her duties as or- Contrary to report the island boats sented spoke on the special work
Gardner. Mrs. Anhic Eaton and Mr. ganist there Sunday, supplying in are to continue their fall schedule since the previous council meeting
and Mrs. Alfred Church. Scoutmas the place of Mrs. L. N. Littlehale, who until further notice, with both the and pians for the next few months,
ter Harold Whitehill and the Boy is spending the winter with her Gov. Bodwell and the Vinalhaven in it was suggested that a “petit salon
.daugnter, Mrs. Jesse E. Jones. Jr., in service. This extension of the two- of the "40 and 8" be organized in
Scouts were special guests.
Southbridge, Mass. Miss Gardner, boat arrangement is an accommo- Knox County, and Mrs. Snow ex.
plained its aims and purposes. The
Plans for the annual Universalist who is studying organ with Miss Mar- dation much appreciated.
---1 next meeting of the council will be
fair are progressing with enthuft garet Stahl, moved a friendly audi
The
activities
committee
of
the
\
at Auburn in January.
asm, the outlook promising the usUm ence to real admiration Sunday by
----------------high standard maintained by that the splendid quality of her perform auxiliary of Winslow-Holbrook Post, j
APPRECIATES THE PAPER
group of energetic workers. The ance. Her engagement continues un is sponsoring a public bridge party '
Monday evening in Legion hall, with |
----several committees, are engaged iy til the return of Mrs. Littlehale.
play to begin at 7.30 Reservations Miss Conley Recuperating From Acpre-activities. The decorations aje
cidrnt At Pasadena Home
to feature evergreen trees .and rea The 1930-31 season of the Junior may be arranged with Mrs. William |
berries, savoring of the Christmas Harmony Club opened Wednesday P. Kelley. North Main street.
Editor of The Courier-Oazette:-season, a happy thought as the fair evening at the BPW rooms in an
Whcn proper assurance is given
On June 29 I met with an accident;
will provide ample opportunity to auspicious manner, with 16 children
present, several of whom are now that Cape Cod Canal will be property fell and broke my hip. I was taken
purchase Christmas gifts.
members. These officers were elect widened the Eastern Steamship to the Pasadena Hospital, put in a
■there is every reason to believe ed: President, Virginia Connon; vice Lines Inc., will build two steamers plaster cast, told that I might not
that there will be another big crowMl president, Ruth Thomas; secretary, to cost $7,000,000, according to Presi- walk again for several months. Sept,
at the Curtiss-Wright flying field Florence Dean; corresponding secre dent O'Donnell, who said he was in 3 the cast was removed. Oct. 16 an
Sunday afternoon, the outstanding tary, Helen Pietrosky; treasurer, favor of starting at once as an aid x-ray examination showed new
feature being the proposed parachute Sylvia Cohen. Mrs. Berry conducted to the unemployment situation. The bones had formed and the healing ts
jump by Bernard Skinner of Win the lesson in music appreciation, on boats, as proposed, would be 402 feet good. I am rapidly convalescing and
will soon be out again.
throp, who will leave the plane at a the subject of dictation, and Mrs. long and 61 feet on the beam.
----I wish to express my thanks to you
height of 16,000 feet and drop 12,000 Leola Noyes gave out questions of
feet before pulling the control whltn Chopin to be answered at the next Attempting to avoid a truck which | for your excellent paper, that has
opens the parachute He is after the meeting, Nov. 26. A new feature in is alleged to have been without a | been my companion while shut in.
world's record, and would seem to troduced is to have a house commit tail light Capt. Arthur Bain ditched . Coining thrice weekly, I had little
be entitled to it if he does all those tee for each meeting their duties to his motor car on the Thomaston I time for other reading. When it apthings. The leap will be made from get the rooms in order, etc. The road late Thursday afternoon, and peared in new type it was a joy to
the Cessna plane in which Stanley committee for next meeting is Rich when the machine turned turtle it me- I could read it now with more
Boynton broke the transcontinental ard Whitmore, Harrison Sanborn caught fire Capt. Bain and hls ease while lying on my back. I apdaughter Isabel managed to extri- preciate your effort :n making your
rrfcord and Boynton will probably b? and David Curtis.
cate themselves and thc Rockland paper both progressive and interestpresent during the day.
ing. Long live The Courier-Gazette
A lesson in the ethics of the medi- fire department did the rest
the banner paper of Maine, my
A new air route between Rockland oal profession w’as recited at yester
Elizabeth Conley
and Portland will be inaugurated day's Rotary Club meeting in briel
A warning to postmasters through State!
965 Lincoln st., Pasadena, Calif.
next Monday, the final arrangements papers by Drs. Fogg and Foss. They out Maine to beware of a new count
having been completed during Mana- showed that thc profession in this erfeit five dollar bill has been issued
ger Wincapaw's visit, to Portland1 c^y
extraordinarily free lrom by F A. Tilton. Third Assistant Post
PARK THEATRE
Thursday.
Planes will leave Rock- jealousy and maintains a high stand master General. The note is a pho_.
™
Beautiful romance, powerful drama
land at 10 a. m., arriving at the ard of service and ethics. Physicians tomechmanical rcproductioin of the and natural scenic effects have been
Scarboro Airport at 10.45. Free and surgeons cooperate
freely. and 1928 series with the check letter “H"; combined in "Eyes of thc World," at
.
transportation from the airport to do not hesitate to refer patients to | face plate No. 87; back plate number \ the Park Monday and Tuesday, ln
the city will bc furnished On the Boston specialists when the necessi missing; W. O. Woods, U. S. Treas this worthy dramatization of the
return trip the plane will leave the ties of the case show such a course urer; A. W. Mellon, Secretary of the popular book by Harold Bell Wright,
Scarboro Airport at 3 p m.. arriving advisable. The code of the county Treasury; portrait of Lincoln.
Director King has achieved an out
here at 3.45. There is considerable and State Medical Association shows
door romance that compares favorinterest to all who will be the flrst such principles, in keeping with the From the national headquarters of ably with his classical "Tol'able Dapassengers from this city to take ad club's fundamental doctrines. J. A. the American Legion Auxiliary in vid,” and "The Winning of Barbara
vantage of the service.
Jameson read a paper showing these' Indianapolis comes this note of local i Worth.”
principles applied to business and P interest: "The appointment of Mrs.
The story is placed in the mountain
A thirty pound turkey will be given p Bicknell presented the case of em- Anne F. Snow of Rockland as divi country of California and unfolds the
away the night before Thanksgiving piOyer and employe solved by the sional poppy chairman of the Ameri- romance of a simple maiden of the
at the Fireproof Garage golf course, I same fair practices. It was a pro- can Leapn Auxiliary for the eastern , hills who meets and falls in love with
Each person playing a round may be gram Of exceptional Interest enthusi- division^ias been announced at the a young artist from the cities. Their
the one to take home the handsome astically received. Visiting Rotarians national headquarters. Mrs. Snow, tender adventure is rudely disturbed
bird. It is not a matter of scoring.— \ were Oscar Hamel of Lewiston. Ned who has been prominent in Auxiliary through the scheming of an un
adv.
iii Leighton of Waterville, Copeland activities in Maine for a number of scrupulous, love-starved matron wno
Lang and Edgar Harding of Belfast years, will have general direction of desires the companionship of the
-u and
Marcus Chandler and Joe Brew the manufacture and sale of the artist.
1855
1930
ster of Camden.
poppies ifi the eastern states during
Thc story moves quickly through an
E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
the coming year. The appointment amazing pattern-work of thrilling and
Waldoboro and Roekland
The American Legion Auiliary will was made by Mrs. Robert L. Hoyal, of dramatic scenes, rising to a crescendo
Highlands
) serve its regular baked, bean supper Douglas. Ariz., national president, I of exciting action when revenge, reArtistic Memorials in Stone
at legion hall Saturday, Nov. 15 from and ratified by the executive commit- morse and forgiveness each liave
122S-tf 5 to 7, price 35 cents—adv.
tee."
I their moments of triumph.—adv.

Kingdom, Power and Glory For

ever

“Thine is the kingdom, and the
power, and the glory, forever."
Tiny babies have lisped this
mighty phrase. Men and women
everywhere, under every condition
of life, repeat it. The universal
prayer. Matthew includes the
above, while Luke's gospel omits
it. What does it mean to you?
God's universe must be the King
dom.
Dr. Harlow Shapley gives to
Harvard science's latest estimates
as 300.000 light years from side to
side, or a total of 1.760.000.000.000.000,000 miles, with all it con
tains. The Power, all the dy
namic forces required to keep the
stars spinning in space. All the
moral forces that make for the
orderly precision of a law abiding
universe. All the spiritual forces
that have ever ministered to. or
uplifted, men or angels. The
Glory, as indicated by the starstudded heavens, the harmony of
colors, or the rythmic throb of
music. The thoughtful provisions
of loving kindnesses as mani
fested to the living creatures
within the bounds of illimitable
space. The fullness of universal
love.
)
Does God care for us? Not a
sparrow wings his way outside
His care. He urges every man
and woman to participate in and
share it all with Him, as sons
and daughters.
“Forever.”
Man thinks in
terms of time, the measuring
stick for passing events. It prob
ably has no value in things that
are eternal. Without beginning
and without end.
When next we repeat this clos
ing sentence of Christ's prayer,
let us ponder its mighty import.
W. A. H.
At the Congregational Church to
morrow morning Mr. Rounds will
preach on the subject. “Shrinking
from loneliness.” The Sunday school
will convene at the noon hour. The
Comrades of the Way will meet in the |
vestry at 6 o'clock.

Ay7!St. Peter's Church, Episcopal,
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, the services
for tomorrow will be appropriate lor
tlie Twenty-second Sunday after
Trinity: Holy communion at 7.30;
church school at 9.30; matins and ser
mon at 10.30; vespers and sermon at
St. John's Church, Thomaston, at 7
o clock. Friday^ Holy communion
(Requiem) at 7.30; litany and ador
ation at 7.30 p. m. Saturday, even
song at 7.30 p. m.

CHARLES F.

MORTON

Charles F. Morton, about 28, died
Thursday night in the National Sol
diers' Home Hospital. He was born in
Roekland and enlisted in Co. E, 20th
U. S. Field Artillery, Jan. 8, 1921, and
was discharged March 8, 1921. He
went to the Home from Camden last
June. Mr. Morton is survived by hls
* * m ♦
mother, Mrs. Marie L. Morton of
, Evangelist Beatty win continue hls • Camden.
services at the Littlefield Memoria'I
BORN
Church, preaching both morning and
At Harrisburg. Pa. Nov. _. to.
evening. At the mornitig service STAHL
Dr and Mrs. Floyd H. Stahl (Miss j
Mrs. Christine Dorman will sing Charlotte Weiss), a son, Floyd H.
'Jesus Only,” Steele, and in the eve SPILLANE- At Knox Hospital. Rockland,
ning Miss Olive Bragg and Mrs. Lil Nov. 10. to Mr. and Mrs. John J. Spil(Adelaide Shepherd), a son, John
lian Lord will play a guitar and man lane
David.
dolin duet, "The angels' serenade.'
Sunday school will meet at the close
DIED
ol the morning service with classes PRESCOTT—At Rockland. Nov. 13. Hattie
for all age^, and B.Y.P.U. at 6.15 with M.. wife of Stephen Prescott, aged 71
3 months. 2 days. Funeral Sun
Mi« Vivian Chaples. leader. Tues years.
day at 2 o'clock from Lovejoy street.
day evening prayer meeting comes YORK
—At Rockland, Nov. 14, vAnlield
at 7.30.
Scott York, aged 50 years, 11 months,
* * * •
19 days.
—At Glenmere, Nov. 14, George A.
"Mortals and Immortals” will be DAVIS
Davis, aged 86 years. 10 .months, 16
the subject of the lesson-sermon at
days.
Funeral service at Glenmere
the Church of Christ, Scientist to Sunday at 1.30 and at Pleasant Point
morrow. The citations from the at 3.
—At Rockport. Nov. 13. Fran
Bible will include: “That ye put off ROBINSON
M. Robinson, aged 79 years. Fu-|
concerning the former conversation cis
neral Sunday at 1.30 from late resi-1
the old man, which is corrupt accord dence.
ing to the deceitful lusts. . . And that MORTON- At National Soldiers’ Home.
Togus, Nov. 6. Charles F. Morton of
ye put on the new man, which after
Camden, aged about 28 years.
God is created in righteousness and
true holiness." The lesson-sermon
iN MEMORIAM
will include passages from thc Chris In loving memory of our dear grand
tian Science textbook, “Science and son, Raymond A. Richards. Jr., who died
Health with Key to the Scriptures" Nov. 15, 1926
Gone, dear little Raymond, gone forever;
(p. 296).
How we miss your smiling face,

**♦*

At the Universalist Church at 10.30
Rev. George H. Welch will preach on
"What of our future?" The quartet
Will sing the anthem “O come let us
sing," Decevee, and Mr. Wyllie and
Mr. Robinson will give the duet "God
will make all things right," George B.
Nevin. Church school and Knicker
bocker Class meet at noon. At 4 the
quartet and assisting artists will pre
sent an all-Schubert program in the
church auditorium in commemora
tion of the 102d anniversary of Franz
Schubcrtfs death. Junior Y.P.C.U.
will be at 5 and senior at 6.
v
« * * •
“The Church. Before and After the
Second Coming of Christ," will be the
subject, of thc sermon at the First
Baptist Church Sunday morning at
10.30. There will be special music
by thc quartet. The church school
will meet at 12 m. The Christian En
deavor meeting at 6.15 will be led bv
Mrs. Evelyn McKusic, topic, “Jesus
as an Example in Stewardship."
People’s evening service comes at
7.15 when everybody's big sing selec
tions will be made by the Browne
Club which will attend in a body.
Mr. MacDonald's subject will be,
"Nothing.” The happy prayer and
praise service will be held Tuesday
evening at 7.15.

*••♦

MESSER’S GARAGE
110 PARK STREET, ROCKLAND

We Specialize on

LIGHTS, BRAKES, IGNITION AND
CARBURETORS
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
From Nov. 16 to Dec. 16 we wil! give

Free One Gallon of Gas
with every hour’s labor
137-139

But you left us to remember
None on earth can take your place.
A happy home we once enjoyed—
How sweet the memory still;
But death has left a loneliness
The world can never fill.
Gone, but never to be forgotten, by
Papa, Grandma and Grandpa.
Mr. and Mrs. Orrin P. Condon
Rockland
•
IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of Raymond A.
Richards, Jr., who passed away Nov. 15,
1926
Some may think that we forget him,
When they sometimes see us smile.
But they know not of the sorrow
That the smile hides all the while.
God knows how much we miss him.
Never will his memory fade,
Irving thoughts will ever wander
To the spot where he is laid.
Mrs. Dorothy Richards, Mrs. Grace
Warren, Mrfe. Constance Young.
*

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our sincere thanks
to our many friends and neighbors for
their kind aid and sympathy during our
recent bereavement; also for the beau
tiful floral tributes sent to our darling
baby and grandson.
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney H. Carter, Mr. and
Mrs. W. G. Wallace, Mrs. Jane Carter
Murphy.
8outh Waldoboro
•
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank our relatives and
friends for their kindness and sympathy
during our bereavement! also for the
many beautiful floral tributes.
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Hart and family
South Hope
*

Atwater-Kent
,

Radio

CARD OF THANKS
“Forgive us our Trespasses" will be
I truly don't know just how to thank
Mr. Kenderdlne's morning sermon those persons who have sent me so many
some boxes containing cards made
theme at Pratt Memorial Methodist cards,
up by different ones. The cost has been
CASH OR EASY TERMS
Church at 10.30. Thc choir will sing quite
a bit, besides the time getting them
"Rejoice, Jerusalem and Sing," Nevin ready. It ls very kind of those who have
paying thc price to send them, ajso
Ask For Demonstration
and “I’ve found a friend," Brackett. been
Ada Martin
Sunday school will convene at 12 thc thought.
noon. The Epworth League will meet
CARD OF THANKS
at 6 p. m. to discuss the topic “What ! I wlshwto thank *11 my neighbors and
does it mean to believe." At the eve i friends of Matinicus for their kindness
for their words of cheer in my sick
ning service at 7.15 the pastor will and
ness.
Frank 5. Moorf&n
preach off "The profits of religion." I Matinicus.
Authorized Dealer
CARD OF THANKS
The choir will sing "Shadows of the
We wish to express through these
evening hour," Salter, and the young columns
our appreciation of the many
Telephone 745-W
Rockland, Me.
people's orchestra under direction ot i courtesies extended us during our recent
Mrs. Emma Harvey, will make an i bereavement
127-138thenT-S-150
Mr. and Mrs. R. B. Magune. Mr. and «
other fine contribution to the service Mrs. G. B Rollins.
with their music. The mid-week
prayer and praise service will be held
For RHEUMATISM take JOHN A. STEVENS & SON
Tuesday evening at 7.15, subject,
DENTAL NOTICE
“Aaron.”
BUXTONS

$139.20 complete

J. A. Karl <3 Co.

DR. J. H. DAMON

Pointers, Lacquer Finishers
Storage

You never think of the cost of Is back in his office for the winter RHEUMATIC SPECIFIC
your radio when you listen to your and will make appointments each day j You will not regret it. For sale at all
j leading drug stores. Let us send you MrLEOD
Victor—you enjoy it. You pride
from 10 to 2
ja booklet. Buxton Rheumatic Medi
vourself in your good judgment —
,
130TStf
j
cine Co., Abbot Village, Me,
Maine Music Store—adv.

ST.
ROCKLANO
Telephone IS-M
136’138
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THE GRADE SCHOOLS

MEETINGS PLANNED

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE
1 -

13

z

3

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, November 15, 1930

Page Fouf

4

5

6

Farm Bureau Communities With Special Reference To

Have Very Many Sessions

What Is -Being Done At

Ahead Next Two Months

Purchase Street

IH

Notices

Why auffar torturaa from Rheu
matism, Sciatica, Neuritis, Muacular Lamtntaa, Sprains and Bruises
when

METHYL BALM
will bring almost instant relief?

A acientifically compounded ex
ternal application that should be
in every home. 8old only at

Johnston’s DrugStore

ALBERT F. VOSE late of Union, deosprf nrtnhpr
ceased.
October 21st, 1930. fisrnr
Oscar w
W. GarCar
roll of Rockport was appointed Admr.
without bond.
OSCAR ROSS late of Rockland, de
ceased. October 14th, 1930, Erick Harjula
WaS appointed
I Admr. with bond.
,
DELLA LADD otherwise known as
DELLA MORTON late of Vinalhaven. deceased. October 28th, l°30, Herbert H. '
SfSff
h^,?dkland WttS appolnted,
J Admr. with bond.
MRS. DOROTHY ALLEN
BENJAMIN K WARE late of Washing- |
ton. deceased. October 21st. 1930. Forrest
H. Bond of Jefferson, was appointed
with bond.
lot of pain in my right side. Three Admr.
MARION A. COLBURN late of Camden.
bottle* of Sargon put my stomach in deceased.
July 15th. 1930, Duncan R.
fine condition, gave me a keen ap Colburn of Camden, was appointed
Admr.
without
bond.
petite and perfect digestion. I sleep
Attest:
good now; all my ailments have dis
CHARLES L. VEAZIE. ReglstU
131-S-137
appeared and I feel better than I

have in years.
"Sargon Pills overcame my con
stipation without disturbing me in
the least. Nothing is too good to say
about this medicine.”—Mrs. Dorothy
Allen, 108 Winter St.. Lewiston. Me.
Sargon may be obtained in Rock
land from The Corner Drug Store.
Inc.; in Warren from George H.
Gardiner; and in Waldoboro from H.
L. Bossa—adv.
136-lt

ROCKVILLE
Alma McDermott and Marion Mc
Dermott of Camden spent a few days
this week with their grandparents
Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Robbins.
J. Leroy Tolman is having a twoweeks' vacation from John Bird Co.’s
and is obtaining his recreation in the
woods gunning.
Miss Lottie Ewell is spending thc
week visiting relatives and friends in
Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Morey ar.d
son Cleveland spent Sunday with
Mrs. Morey's brother D. A. Sherer,
and family.
Oscar Carroll has been passing a
few days hunting in Northern Maine.
Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Hunter were
guests Tuesday of Mr. and Mrs. R.
E. Howes in North Searsmont.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Dauphin of
Bath were Sunday guests of relatives
in this piace.
| Miss Carolyn M. Sherer, R. N.,
went to North Haven Sunday by air
plane, called by the sudden and seri
ous illness of her brother Lester, who
has been employed on the island for
several months. His condition is im
proving and it is hoped he will be
able to return home today. Saturday.
Leslie Lamson, E. H. Perry and
Miss Mabel Oxton have been having
some surveying done to fix the
boundaries between their fields.
Friends of Dr. Ekina Lamson will
be interested to know that each Fri
day at 10.45 she will, broadcast from
Cincinnati through station WLW.
School is in session this Saturday
as Monday was taken as a holiday.
This allowed a recess from Friday
night until Wednesday morning.
OUR GRANGE CORNER .................
Limerock Valley Pomona met with
Pleasant Valley Grange last Satur
day. The address of welcome was
given by Fred A. Blackington and the
response by H. N. Brazier. The
Pomona lecturer had a fine program
of songs, readings and talks on
Armistice Day and Thanksgiving
Day.
It was voted to send a letter of
sympathy to Judge Frank B. Miller
who is very ill at his home in Rock
land. A nice supper was served and
when the meeting was called to order
at 7 o'clock Adella Veazie. lecturer
pro tem for the host grange present
ed an excellent program.
J. A. Tolman spoke of the interest' ing trees which grow in Knox County,
also some of the special trees and
shrubs in the Knox Arboretum.
Past State Master Obadiah Gard
ner gave a very interesting talk on
Good Will Farm at Hinckley. He
was one of the speakers at the dedi
cation of a very large new barn which
has recently been built on the farm.
The Grange has a cottage at Good
Will, wholly supported by the Grange
for the education of homeless girls.

Nervous Woman Nearly
Drives Husband Away
“I was yery nervous and »o cross
with my husband I nearly drove him
away. Vinol has changed this and
we are happy again.”—Mrs. V. Duesa.
Doctor-* hove long known the value
of mineral elements, iron, calcium
with cod liver peptone, as contained
in Vinol. Nervous, easily tired people
are surprised how Vinol gives new
strength, sound sleep and a BIG
oppetite. Gives you more PEP to
enjoy life!
Vinol tastes delicious.
C. H. Moor & Co., Druggists.

73 PARK ST.
ROCKLAND
Sant Pott Paid on receipt of price

78 eants
SItf

The plans of this fine home may be obtained at our office together with cost estimates and
complete building information

W. H. GLOVER
BUILDING SUPPLIES
LUMBER
SHINGLES

<&

CO.

ROCKLAND, MAINE
CONTRACTORS AND BUILDERS
TELEPHONE 14
PAINT

Appointment

Carter. Donald Cates, June Chatto,
Probate Notices
WORTHY OF PRAISE
Robert Childs, James Economy, Bev
To all persons Interested in either of
I. Charles L. Veazie. Register of Pro
erly Harmon, Albert Johnson, Jo “Nothing Too Good To Say bate for the County of Knox. In the State the estates hereinafter named:
seph Pietroski, Jeanette Saunders,
At a Probate Court held at Rockland.
of Maine, hereby certify that ln the fol
and for
estates the persons were ap-in
_ _____
__ the
.... County
. .___ of Knox, on the
Harley Simmons, Rena Smith. Dor
About Sargon,” Declares lowing
pointed Administrators or Executors and 21st day of October. Ih the year of our
othy Stearns. Jennie Thompson.
on the dates hereinafter named:
Lord, one thousand nine hundred and
HANNAH McNAMARA late of Rock-1 thirty and by adjournment from day
Lucy Thompson and Charles Weed
Lewiston Woman
land, deceased. October 14tli. 1930. Timo- i to day from the 21st day of saldOctober
have not been absent.
thy E. McNamara of Rockfend, was ap- the following matters having been pre Every child who has his health
“It seemed like I didn't do any pointed Admr. with bond
i sented for the action thereupon hereinIndicated It ls hereby Ordered :
.vork done each morning is allowed to thing for years but take medicine CHARLES A. OVERLOCK late of after
That notice thereof be Klven to all
put a candle on his Christmas tree. for indigestion andI constipation.
constipation. ±I | Thomaston, deceased. October 21st, 1930.; persons interested, by causing a copy
It is hoped that by Christmas vaca was awfully nervous and suffered a j E1,a M- Overlook of Thomaston, was ap- of lhis orcjer to be published three weeks
, pointed Exx. without bond.
successively in The Courier-Gazette, a
tion everyone will be able to take
MATTI KANKAS late of South Thorn- newspaper published at Rockland in said
home a pretty tree covered with ---------------------------------------------------------------- I , aston.
deceased, October 21st, 1930. Hilma County that they may appear at a Probright colored candles.
Kankas of Thomaston was appointed | bate Court to be held at said Rockland,
Exx. without bond.
on the 18th dav of November, A. D..
Grade Four, Purchase street, Susie
JAMES A. TEEL late of Matinicus Isle 1930. at nine o clock in the forenoon, and
C Sleeper, teacher.
Plantation, deceased. October 21st, 1930. be heard thereon if they see cause,
Pupils having perfect attendance
i Eugenia A. Teel of Matinicus Isle Plan- |
LUCY A. ROBINSON late of Rockland,
for the past eight weeks are: Rose
j tation was appointed Exx. without bond, deceased. Will and Petition for Probate
Athearn, Muriel Baum. James Bost
W. L. JOHNSTON late of Rockland, de- j thereof asking that said Will may be
ceased. October 21st. 1930. William A I proved and allowed and that Letters Twick, Katherine Delano, Rohert Har- ;
Johnston of Rockland, was appointed tamentary issue to Alan L. Bird or Rockmon, George Harvey, Reino Kangas.
Exr. without bond.
i land, he being the Executor named ln
Sisko Lehto, Ione Louraine, Virginia
CHARLES M. LOTHROP late of Union. 1 sald wlU wlth b°nd;„ „
.
Rackliff, Ruth Roscoe. Francis Rob
deceased Oct. 21st, 1930. Wilbert S. Loth- j
ESTATE OF ADDIE N. FURBUSH late
j rop of Hartford. Conn., was appointed ot Lynnfield. Mass., deceased. Exempllinson, Arlene Sprowl, Ceclle Tardiff j
Admr. c.t.a. without bond. Edward C.' fied copy of the Will and Probate thereof
and Carleton Walker.
I Payson of Rockland was appointed Agent together with a Petition for Probate of
Foreign Will asking that the copy of said
In the spelling contest the Reds
| in Maine.
will may be allowed, filed and recorded in
are three points ahead of the Blues.
DORA F METCALF late of Rockland. Probate Court of Knox County and that
I deceased. October 21st, 1930, Harry T. Letters Testamentary be issued to Fred
During this month interest centers
’ Sukeforth of Grand Valley, Colo., was erick E. Furbush of Lynnfield, Mass.,
in the study of the Pilgrims. A vil
i appointed Admr. without bond. Frank he being the Exr. named ln said will to}
!age is being erected on the sand ta
, H. Ingraham of Rockland was appointed serve without bond.
*
Agent in Maine.
ble
of the
Indians
ESTATE OF FRANK C. PERRY late of
and Portraying
PUgrlms the
Thelife
pupils
doing
the

Plans are already being made for j Sub-Primary, Adelaide Trafton.
I the annual community meetings of ! tpnphpr
17
' the Knox-Lincoln Farm Bureau 1
I which will be held touring Decern- I Children who have not been absent
2
19
I ber and January in all organized; or tardy for the year are: Stephen
, communities.
| Cables, Linwood Harmon, Lawrence
w
2H
23
Zl 22
°Qn thef ,commun“‘es
| Phelps, Alice Pinkerton, Lucille
planning an entertainment for the _
r> v
forenoon.
The
afternoon
will
be
deSweeney. Robert Robishaw. William
28
27
voted to plans for the coming year Bodman, Garfield Belyea, Margaret
and election of project leaders,
”1
Johnson. Stanley McCurdy, Glbria
31
30
Dec. 2, Whitefield, Union hall.
Mills, Richard Seaman, James Snell
1
Dec. 3, Dresden, Pownalboro hall. William Vinal and Kathleen Weed
£
35
Dec. 4, West Aina, West Aina
fe
Dental honor roll, Seward Dins
Grange hall.
more. Gloria Mills. James Snell, Mar
Dec. 4, Montsweag, Montsweag garet Johnson, CHyton Fowlie.
35 3b 37
j Grange hall.
Herman Hallett. James John
Dec. 5, North Edgecomb and Edge- son, Pearl Johnson, Stanley McH3
M2.
comb. Edgecomb Grange hall.
I Curdy, Ernest Nystrom. Alice PinkT
Dec 6, Bunker Hill, Community erton, Joseph Robinson, Wilbert Rob
Vb
hall.
inson, Frances Rogers. Jeanette Rob
££
Dec. 9, Appleton, Grange hall.
ishaw. Richard Seaman, Richard
98
Dec. 10, Burkettville, Mrs. R. Lin Thomas. Gladys Thompson, Louise
w
w
scott.
Smith
Lurille &
Sweeney
and William
vmal
weeney ana
wmiani
50 51
Dec. 11, Union, Grange hall.
Dec. 12. Washington*
The children last month made mo,st outside reading will receive spein History, and Geography.
Dec. 12, East Union, Grange hall. Jack-o' lanterns and Halloween cats !
5*/
Dec. 13, West Rockport*, Henry to decorate the room.
Dental honor roll: Rose Athearn'
Xel!- r’s.
These children have received gold
Berggren. Doris Blood Ray58
13. ^imonton, Community hall, stars for correct weight this month ; ™ond Byann' Katherine Delano,
Dec. 16. Nobleboro, Grange hall. ' Barbara Boardman. Eunice Brooks
°eorge Harvey, Maurice Johnson,
Dec. 17. Damariscotta.
VERTICAL (Cont.)
Stephen CabVs. Seward Dinsmore „onl i‘oUralne’. EJ,ean°L wm't' * ’
HORIZONTAL (Cont )
HORIZONTAL
11- Even (poet.)
K), Aina, Erskine hall.
Dorothy Folev. Linwood Harmon Rl^h Roscoe and Frances Willey.
45- Prong
1-Royal residences
12- Feared greitly
19, Orff's Corner, Community RuthHatch. James Johnson, Mar°"
rerefve
46- Strip of wood
7-Variegated with
20-A Chinese uynasty
garet Johnson. Pearl Johnson. Dona these pupils hav^ qualified to receive
:111 Dec
47- Dispatches
spots
22-Suffix. Oue who
<0, Waldoboro*, Board of Kallock. Horatio Knight. Inez Lawrv g0 d?tars which represent normal
48- Heroically brave
13- Beverage
Tr.
22-Gnawing or wearing
■ >m,
iwrence Phelps J*
wording to age and £elght
man
14- Suffix. Belonging to
Dec
Berggren’ Dons Blood. George
Jefferson*, Arthur Hall,
50-Ancient two-wheeled
away
Joseph Robinson Jeanette Robi- Edlth
15- Gnek letter
Erleen Cates, Katherine De
Jan 2. Lockland*.
25-Pledge
car
shaw, Helen Searles. Lucille Sweeney. Condon.
16-Over (poet.)
Joseph Dondis, Reino Kangas.
26-Period of time
Jan. Camden. Grange hall.
32-Smoothing
Richard Thomas. Gladys Thompson, j lano,
17- Capable of being
23-Ruler
Jan 7 H pe, Grange hall.
54- A month (abbr.)
Kathleen Weed. William Vinal, Ercell George Robishaw, Cecile Tardiff,
moulded
29-Diet
Ji n. 8. Warren. Montgomery rooms Widdecomb. Martha Chapman, Wil Virginia Ulmer. Annie Willey and
55- Female rabbit
18- Fate
31— Cattle
Jan. 9. Friendship, Masonic hail
53-Bird’s beak
liam Bodman. Gertrude Jones and Frances Willey. Through the study
19- Essential part
of Physiology and their daily health
32- Publie piace of
Jen. 13. Bristol, Chu.cn vestry
57- SISter of Charity
Robert Robishaw.
21—Is borne along
oractice the children are trying to
recreation
• • • •
Jan. 14, Damariscotta Mills.
58- Those in urgent
24- Partake of (/inner
bring their weight up to standard.
31- Gharpening
Jan. 15, Rockpbrt, Church.
want
25-Chief part of
Grade One, Purchase street, Mae Each
child is weighed every month.
35- Palace of the Pope
* Afternoon Meetings.
59-Cords by which
anything
Perry teacher.
Sisko Lehto, Robert Harmon, Edith
36- Japanese sash
sails are furled
27- Employer
Thirty-six pupils are registered Berggren
have kept the highest rank
37- Collective shipping
this year. These have had perfect
28- Variety
ISLE AU HAUT
VERTICAL
32- Lacerate
attendance for the eight weeks: Jo for the month •in« arithmetic.
29- lmitate the
• •
39-Tissue which forms
1- Writing paper of
signature of
Mrs. Della Champagne and Mrs. seph Anastasia. Robert Brooks, Max- j
body of a tooth
ancient Egypt
Grade
Three,
Purchase street,
another
ine
Cheyne,
Alice
Dolham.
Robert
Rose E. Green closed their summer
•".O-Terminate
2-The who'e
30- Passing the hand
Fogarty. Marion Hall, Helen Johnson.' Helen Perry, teacher.
home
Tuesday
and
left
for
St.
11-Projects
3- Hero of the
over caressingly
Dental honor roll: June Johnson.
where they will spend the Priscilla McCaslin. Viola Nickerson.
43-Tablets of stone for Petersburg
Hellespont
32- Disappeared
Roland Robishaw. Evelyn Seavey. ' Marie Rogers. Condon Robinson.
winter.
writing
upon
4- Quotes
33-Chant
Capt. and Mrs. Raymond Conley Wallace Vinal and Donald Walker Robert Smith, Dorothy Widdecombe,
46- Trail of a wild
5- W rong-doing
34- Excrescence
Pupils on the dental honor roll: Pearl Webber and Joseph Joki.
and
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Conley of
animal (S. Afr.)
6- Withdrawing
35- Casting a ballot
Arlene Curtis, Maxine Cheyne, Clar These children have been neither
Camden
are
guests
of
Mr.
and
Mr'.
47- Vulgar upstarts
7- Protect
38-Pierced through
ence de Rochemont, Alice Dolham absent nor tardy during the flrst
James Conley at York Island
48- Edge
8- Make amends
42- Overhead
Robert Fogarty. Cynthia Greeley. 1 eight weeks: William Ames, Dorothy
A
very
successful
and
enjoyable
49- Air
9- Portion
43- Look for
Leona Grindle. Coburn Grindle, Es Philbrook, Mary Anastasio. William
card
party
was
held
at
the
home
of
10-Narrow openings in 51-Co!or
44- Boy’s name
telle Jackson. Helen Johnson. Robert Clough. James Curtis. Harold Har
Mr.
and
Mrs.
U.
S.
Grant
last
Sat

automobile hood
,53-Hard-shell fruit
(shortened)
urday evening with a large company Kalloch, Priscilla McCaslin, Milton vey. June Johnson, Grace Proctor,
(Solution To Previous Puzzle)
in attendance. Sandwiches, cake and Robarts. Donald Payson. Kenneth Linne Rivers, Mary McClure, Belva
Robishaw, Marie Rogers. Robert
Cook; L.S.N.G., Charles Taylor; R.S. coffee were served. The proceeds, Payson, Dudley Harvey. Harold Smith,
Pearl Webber and Russell
V. G., Frank Ker$well; L.S.V.G.. about $12 will be used towards buying Fowlie, Marion Hall. Harold Greg Williamson.
ory. Beatrice Philbrook. and Virginia
Charles Harriman; R.S.S., Myron material for the sewing circle.
Charlotte Johnson has a record of
Capt. Jasper Chapin took a crowd White.
Wiley; L.S.S.. Theodore Johnson.
The children have made very at- 1009 in all spelling work studied so
Dancing followed the instaUation to Stonington Tuesday evening to
ceremonies, with music by Smalley's attend the movie, “With Commander tractive borders this month for their far this term. Other pupils following
blackboards, consisting of black cats, i closely are: Grace Proctor. William
Byrd at the South Foie."
orchestra.
Clough, Dorothy Philbrook, Harold
Miss Ava Rich who has been in jack-o'-lanterns and witches.
The pupils in this grade are hold- Harvey. Robert McCaslin, June JohnRockland the past six weeks on ac
EAST FRIENDSHIP
count of illness, returned home last ing a contest <n number The son. Loleta Knight, James Curtis and
side having the neatest 100% papers Mary Lombardo.
Sunday.
is
Raymond Carter of Portland
Honor pupils in arithmetic are
The sewing circle met last Wed for the term, will entertain the losing
visiting his sister Mrs. A. L. Bums.
William Clough, with an average of
nesday evening at the home of Mrs. side.
Pupils having the most stars in 98% ; Harold Harvey, Victoria Anas
Capt. Lew Wallace is home fr.om U. S. Grant. The next meeting will
reading are Virginia White. Cynthia tasio, Charlotte Johnson. Pearl Web
New Bedford. Mass., where he has be with Mrs. Samuel Rich.
ber, Grace Proctor, James Curtis,
been engaged during the summer in
Dr. Tibbetts of Rockland has been Greeley and Leona Grindle.
The -pupils
having
the scallop business.
..a _
___ at __
- the neatest -pa- . Robert Smith, Robert McCaslin, Loguest
the ____
home „
of Charles
Mrs Pastorah Cummings who has B
°wen at Head Harbor.
P«-s ln ,all written work for each I leta Knight Dorothy Widdecombe
Bowen
been visiting at R. J Marshall s went
Stephen Bridges who has been ill
have been allowed to read a and Belva Robishaw
TENANT’S HARBOR
to Warren Sundav to visit her niece. I ^om the effects of a sore leg is im- short story t0 the “hoc during deThe largest number of good wr ting
Mrs Sarah Dolham before returning Proving and able to be about his votional exercises. Evelyn Seavey, ! papers has been done by Victoria
Cynthia Greeley and Virginia White Anastasio, Charlotte Johnson, James
work again
Armistice Day was observed by the to her home in Leominster, Mass.
have been chosen thus far.
Curtis, Dorothy Widdecombe, Wilprimary, intermediate and grammar
Miss Helen Fales spent the week
• • • •
liam Clough, Harold Harvey, Loleta
schools with an appropriate program end in Portland.
Grade Two, Purchase street School, ; Knight, Belva Robishaw, June JohnSOUTH UNION
given in the grammar school room
news is received from
Florence MacFaddsn teacher.
: son and Grace Proctor.
Monday as follows: Song. "There's C. Favorable
Recent
guests
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
A.
L. Fales who is a patient at State
These pupils have not been absent I Grade 3 has begun the study of
a Long. Long Trail,” school; “In Street
A.
Fountain
were
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Portland, and he
the first dlght weeks of school: Alice | eariy Piigrim ufe in the history and
Flanders' Field," Jennie Coolbroth: .... - Hospital,
- —........ .............................
will be expected
home next week. andrlMr?0 Arth..°rf OThntonfan? Mr' Barton. Donald Berggren. Shelddn language work. A sand table scene
Memories, Sylvia Kuljie, Jennie Lep- Mrs
Fales is remaining in Portland.1 ?"d Mrs- Arthur White of Lynn, Billings Phyllis Childs. Robert Dol- has been constructed, stories are be
nanen. Irene Underwood; Story of
W. A. Lermond had the good for- ' Mass
t.
. „ ,, j . ham. Shirley Firth. Leroy Firth. Neal ing selected and prepared by the best
the World War, Florence Newhall;
Mrs. Estelle Perry of Rockland is Grover. Seth Hanley, Vivian John- readers to read to the class, and a
Tuesday to shoot a deer.
France
and
Peace. Geraldine une
Mr' Valmor Cameron of West
ber borne in this place
son, oseph Lamb, Nellie Raskid. Flora
Sprague; song. “Keep the Home Fires
Mr. and Mrs. I. C. Thurston are in Roscoe. Barbara Seaman. Sumner little later a Thanksgiving play will
be developed.
Burning,” school; remarks. Miss Boothbay has been visiting her San Diego, Calif.
Waldron. Mary Snow, Evelyn Willis
These children have prepared and
Harriette Long; song, "Till We Meet daughter Mrs. Austin Orne.
Mr. and Mrs. Irvine Leach of and Floyd Young.
M.
P.
Orne
of
South
Warren
was
read stories to their own division
Again.” school; America and Flag
Jamestown, R. I., have passed their On the dental honor roll: Elmer during
in
this
place
Sunday.
the week of supplementary
Salute, school. Many thanks are du>
Mis« Edith Searcy and . '‘ss Ar annual vacation at the home of his Conary, Shirley Firth. Leroy Firth, reading: Grace Proctor, William
Miss Long for her splendid talk. She
parents
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Maurice
Leach.
ietta
Maloney
of
South
'hing
Donald
Berggren,
Marguerite
Ma

told many interesting things abou'
June Johnson, Dorothy Wid
Miss Sadie Burgess has been home honey. John O'Sullivan, Flora Ros Clough.
fee at R. J. Marshall's Air stice
the war and the places around th
decombe, Oscar Malburg, Dorothy
from
Oak
Grove
Seminary,
visiting
Dav.
coe,
Ernestine
Weston,
Sumner
Wal

war zone that she visited during h< r
Philbrook. Charlotte Johnson. Marie
M and Mrs. A. G. j meson and her parents Mr. and Mrs. Walter dron. Mary Snow, Owen Athearns, Rogers. Mary Lombardo. Linne Rivtwo years' stay in France
Burgess.
Harlan
Dinsmore
and
Barbara
Blom
__ _______
__ ______
_____ _
Myron Wiley is janitor at Odd 1
'ere *n Rockland Junday.
i ers,
Loleta____
Knight,
Pearl Webber,
Mr. and Mrs. C. G. Hoyt left Wed
These people were found to have ' Ha'roid' Harvey "'’Barbara Philbrook,
Fellows' hall for the winter.
Albert Hussey was in Port Clyde
nesday for Melrose, Mass., for an in their teeth in perfect condition ! jjary Anastasio. Mary McClure, and
Work is progressing rapidly on j ^bis week.
therefore are on the dental honor Kenneth Post.
Albion Williams' house.
I Mr- and Mrs. Roscoe Marshall definite stay.
Ivory Hannon is in Knox Hospi roll: Christy Adams. Donald Borger
• • • •
St. George Lodge, I.O.O.F., held its " ere in Warren Sunday at the home
tal the result of an injury to his toe son, Annie Brooks. Clarence Butler,
installation Nov. 7 and D.D.G.M of Mrs. Sarah Dolham.
Grades Three and Four, Helen
James Economy. Alice Frazer, Made Libby, teacher.
Leroy Alley, formerly of this place,, Miss Ruth Bradford spent Wed- several weeks ago.
Mr. and Mrs. Angus Haskell and line Hurd, Louise Russell, Harley
and suite of Camden installed these nesd y with relatives at the village
These pupils were not absent the
friends were recent visitors at the Simmons. Rena Smith, Jennie flrst eight weeks: Helen Carnes, Eu
officers: N. G., John Reid; V. O.,I
-----------------home
of
Mrs.
Blanche
Robbins.
Thompson.
Ruth
Witham
and
Lu

Herbert Hawkins; R. S., Everett Tor- Small or medium-weight cabbage
gene Conway. Phyllis Fletcher, Ros
rey; F. S., Walter Fuller; Treas., Irv- is the most desirable market size. I , Clifton White has returned to his cille Smith.
alie Harvey, Priscilla McGraw. Rob
puring
the
first
eight
weeks
Tie
in
Lynn,
after
passing
seving Cook; War., Erroll Wiley; Cond. Heads of pointed cabbage weighing
ert Rogers. Earl Townsend. Clyde
Christy
Adams.
Elaine
Ames.
Grace
weeks
here
the
guest
of.
his
William Imlach; Chap., Edwin Watts; nom 1 to 4 pounds and heads of
Achorn. Richard Ames, Austin Bil
Blethen,
Donald
Borgerson,
Clarence
and
uncle
Mr.
and
Mrs.
A.
A.
I. G„ William Erickson; O. G., Emer- Dimish and domestic cabbage weigh- i v
lings, Clarence Childs, Edith Gray,
Butler,
Richard
Callahan,
Russell
ain.
son Murphy, Jr.; R.S.N.G., William iug from 2 to 6 pounds are preferred. 11
Benjamin Parker and William Sta
ples.
Dental honor roll: Helen Carnes.
Phyllis Fletcher, Clarence Childs.
Eugene Conway, Rosalie Harvey,
William Staples, Ernest Grover and
David Randman.
The pupils in Mllss Libby's room
are enjoying a contest In arithmetic.
A chart with the name of each pu
pil hangs ln the back of the room
and is being watched closely by the
children. For every fifth 100, a star
is placed on the chart for that pupil.
Each child is trying to have the most
number of stars at the end of the
term.
m

ot

POULTRYMEN
ATTENTION!
We want all your LIVE POUL
TRY. Highest Prices paid. Call
or write Charles Shane, care of
R. E. Cutting, Warren, Me, Tel.
Warren 3-3 and trucks will call at
your door. Referencesi Any poul
try raitor.

CHARLES SHANE CO.
$7-tt

for
istration asking that Myrtle Perry Cul- •
linan of Dexter, or some other suitable
person be appointed Admx. without
bond.
ESTATE OF WALTER A ROBERTSON
late of Thomaston, deceased. Petition
for Admlnistration asking that W. J.
Robertson of Thomaston, or some other
suitable person be appointed Admr.
without bond.
ESTATE OP FRANK 8. RHODES late
Q{ Roraian<j deceased. Petition for Administration asking that William H.
Rhodes of Rockland, or some other sultabie person be appointed Admr. without
bond.
ESTATE OF OEORGE L. SPRAGUE
late of Washington, deceased .Petition
for Administration asking that Harold
B. Enright of Reading. Mass., or some
er , suitable person be appointed Admr.
with bond.
ESTATE OF GEORGE H. HART late
Rockland, deceased. Petition for AdSTATE OF MAINE
inistration asking that Vernon L. Hart
Knox County. ss.K
Superior Courtj
Auburn. Mass., or some other suitable
In Equity
person be appointed Admr. without
MABEL H. CREIGHTON
bond.
vs.
ESTATE OF LENA A. NEWBERT late
HARRY BRADFORD. CHESTER A.
of Cushing, deceased. Petition for Ad
BRADFORD. JENNIE B.
ministration
asking that Ernest H. New
YOUNG, et als
bert of Cushing, or some other suitable
COMPLAINT
person
be
appointed
Admr. without
To the Honorable Justices of our Su
bond.
perior Court:
Mabel H. Creighton of Thomaston.
ESTATE OF MARY COOMBS 8TANKnox County. Maine, complains against LEY late of Rockland, deceased. Petition
Harry Bradford of Abington. Mas*, for Administration d.b.n.c.t.a asking that
Chester A. Bradford of Dorchester. Mass] | Stanley A. Snow of Portland, or some
and Jennie B. Young of Thomastoni other suitable person be appointed Admr.
Me., and other persons, to your comj d.b.n.c.t.a. without bond.
plalnant unknown, and respectfully repi
ESTATE OF MARY E. MADDOCKS
resents that:
,
Union, deceased, flrst and final
1. Complainant is the owner in fee of account filed for allowance by Elbridge
a certain island, situated in Penobsco<, □ Linscott Admr
Bay and In the Town of Vinalhaven
ESTATE OF BENJAMIN CLARK late
Knox County, known as Garden Islantf
and being the northernmost island of of Rockland, deceased, flrst and final acalloWai
the Little White Island Group and conpftlYed for allowance
by Emma C,
Exx.
taining thirty acres, more or less: sail Dick.
c
x
ESTATE OF BESSIE J. YOUNG late of
t’M
title being held by this complainant'
successor to her father. J. H. H. Hewett : Thomaston, deceased, first and final acux said
saiu Thomaston,
xiiumoswu, ucucnacu.
count filed for allowance by Harry R.
late: of
deceased.
Said J. H. H Hewett. compl>fc>j Young. Exr.
2
ant's
's predecessor in title as aforesaid. Ih
ESTATE OF
O BARBARA R. WATTS late
ESTATE
his lifetime, on the eighth day of Janu- Of Boston, deceased, first and final acary. 1896. signed, executed and dell|« count filed for allowance by Gertrude
ered to one William B. Bradford 4 of l h. Watts. Admx.
Thomaston a mortgage deed of seven
fqtatp nr t tt/~,v a
eighths undivided of said Island: said
Lo7.hY«A i ROBINSQN °5
mortgage being recorded in Knox Coun?n?
fl ed
ty Registry of Deeds. Book 92. Page ^74
allowance by Alan L. Bird, ConserA tn:e codv of record of said mortgage’ val°r.
is attached to this bill of complaint.
ESTATE OF LILLIAN A. COLE of
3. The mortgagee. William B. Brad- , Union, first and final account filed for al
ford, died Intestate. March 8. 1906. antfc| lowance by Helen C. Lord, Guardian.
the said Harry Bradford. Chester A.
ESTATE OF E. FLORENCE ROGERS
Bradford and Jennie B. Young are all late of South Thomaston, deceased. Pe
the heirs at law of said William BracU tition for Distribution filed by Myra S.
ford known to this complainant as hai^ Day of Bangor. Admx.
ing rights under said mortgage. Never
ESTATE OF BENJAMIN CLARK late
theless your complainant avers that other
parties, unknotrp to htr. may have ac of Rockland, deceased. Petition to De
termine
Inheritance Tax filed by Emma
quired rights by purchase, inheritance
or otherwise, ln and to said mortgage. ' C. Dick. Exx.
4. JR)ur complainant has owned the I
ESTATE OF HANNAH McNAMARA of
estate of said mortgagor. J. H. H. Hew/' Rockland, deceased. Petition for License
ett. In said premises and has beeri * ih i to Sell Real Estate filed by Timothy E.
uninterrupted possession of same for McNamara Admr. asking that he may
more than twenty years, to wit. slnca
nca be licensed to sell at private sale certain
............................................
‘ 1909.
-------- estate
;st
the
eighth day of March.
real
belonging to said estate
5. Your complainant avers that no! situated In Rockland and described ln
payment on principal or Interest on said petition.
said mortgage has been made or de.ESTATE OF MARIETTA STONE late
manded. nor any other act done ln reK of North Haven, deceased. Petition for
ognltion of Its existence as a valid mort- Confirmation of Trustee filed by E
gage, within twenty years last past: and. Russell Davis of Lincoln. Mass Exr
’
that the date of maturity of said mozvb
ESTATE OF GEORGE H. LASSELL.
gage was January 8. 1897.
q
6. The record title to said premises ls I JR . late of Rockland, deceased. Petition
encumbered by the undischarged mort for Widow's Allowance filed by Beulah
gage as aforesaid, although this com E. Lassell of Rockland, Admx.
plainant has heretofore, to wit, on the
ESTATE OF LUCIA A. ANDERSON late
24th day of September. 1930, made de of Rockland, deceased. Petition to De
mand on said respondents that the termine Inheritance Tax died by Mary
Anderson. Exx.
mortgage be discharged of record.
7. The complainant has no remedy
ESTATE OF MARGARET M. ALLEY of
at law available to her to secure the dis Rockport, flrst and Anal account filed for
charge of said mortgage.
allowance by Alta R. Tassanirl, Guar
Wherefore your petitioner prays that dian.
a hearing upon this petition be held at
ESTATE OF OEOROE L. SPRAQUE
such time and place as the Court may
deem proper; that personal notice of the late of Washington, deceased. Petition
pendency of said hearing be ordered for Administration asking that Alice A.
upon the respondents. Harry Bradford. Hilt of Union, or some other suitable
Chester A. Bradford and Jennie B person be appointed Admx. with bond.
Young; and that published notice of the
ESTATE OF FLORA E. SPEAR of
same be ordered for the benefit of Braintree. Mass., flrst and final account
parties unknown; and she further prays filed for allowance by Sadie A. Rudderthat decree Issue under provisions of ham of Braintree. Foreign Guardian.
the Statute of Maine setting forth the
ESTATE OF ELIZABETH M. MAOEE
facts as they may be found and forever late of St. Paul, first and final account
restraining any persons whatsoever from filed for allowance by The Minnesota
bringing any action at law or equity to Loan and Trust Company. Trustee, for
enforce a title under said mortgage, for the benefit of Harry Cushman Magee.
such other and further relief as may be
ESTATE OF EVERETT E. SPEAR late
found proper and for her costs ln this
of North Haven, deceased. Petition for
behalf sustained.
Administration
asking that Elizabeth C.
Respectfully submitted.
Spear of North Haven be appointed
ENSIGN OT!SMABEL H CR“°HTON
Admx. without bond.
ESTATE OF TILESTON B. WYLLIE
„
Attorney
State of Maine
late of> Thomaston, deceased. Petition
County of Knox. ss.
for Probate of Will, asking that said will
may be proved and allowed Bnd that
_
„
October 27, 1930.
..PSrTonalJy appeared the above named Letters Testamentary issue to Annie J.
Mabel H. Creighton and made oath that Wyllie she being the Executrix named
she has read the foregoing petition and ln the Will without bond.
that the matters contained therein are
ESTATE OF MABEL F. BALDRIGE of
true to the best of her knowledge am
ockport. first account filed for allowbelief.
ice By Dudley F. Wolfe, Ouardlan.
Before me,
ESTATE OF FRANK Q. NORTON late
IS^all
ENSIGN OTIS
Camden, deceased. Petition for Pro....
Notary Public
ite of Will, asking that said will may
ORDER OF NOTICE
>
proved and; allowed and that Letters
On the above described petition li
itamentary issue to Glenn L. Norton,
hereby Ordered
being
the Executor named ln the Will
That notice of the pendency of tl
lthout bond.
proceedings be given to each of
Witness. MELZER T. CRAWFORD Eanamed respondents ln said petition
•tre. Judge of Probate Court for Knox
leaving an attested copy of petiti
unty, Rockland. Maine.
with this order thereon at their ui
Attest:
places of abode; and that notice ™
CHARLES L. VEAZIE. Register.
parties interested but unknown to pe
titioner be given by publishing an at-,
tested copy of petition, with this order
STATE OF MAINE
thereon, three issues successively ln The
Probate Court.
Courler-Oazette. a newspaper printed ln County of Knox
In matter of ESTATE OF MILES SIDE
Rockland. Me.
That all the respondents named in LINGER. late of Union, ln said County,
said petition shall, within thirty davs deceased.
In Court of Probate, held at Rock
after service, file with the Clerk of
Courts of Knox County, answers to the land. on the twenty-eighth day of Octo
same, setting forth ther reasons. If any ber. 1930. Frank M. Sidelinger, Luella B.
they have, why the prayer of said peti Jones. Oeorge L. Sprague. Jesse W. Side
linger. Goldie Reed and Annie Anthony,
tion should not be granted.
That any and all parties in interest heirs at law of said Miles Sidelinger. liv
if any. other than the known respon ing ln different. States, having petitioned
dents. shall likewise file answers within that Frank H. Ingraham, of Rockland,
thirty days after the last publication of or some other suitable person, be au
thorized to sell the real estate of said
notice as above ordered.
deceased (Including standing wood and
iL- S.l
HARRY MANSER
lumber), situated ln the towns of Union
„
Justice Superior Court.
and Washington, ln said Knox County,
November 5. 1930
A true copy of bill and order of court at public or private sale, and distribute
the proceeds, after paying expenses,
thereon
among the heirs at law of said deceased:
MILTON M. GRIFFIN,
It Is Ordered that notice thereof be
136-138
Clerk of Courts.
given by publishing a copy of this order
for three weeks successively, prior to the
second day of December. 1930. ln The
Courier-Gazette, a newspaper published
n Rockl»n'l. that all persona
d .ma.y ®tteIW> » Court of Pro-

“ ONLY ONE
MAfic

Water

Appleton, aecea&ea. etltion ior Aamm

^howlc« i t0
holden at Rockland, and
n2?o?*' lf any- why the prayer of

said petition should not be granted
„ A true copy—Attest:
CHARLES L. VEAZIE. Register.
MELZER T. CRAWFORD,
________ _____________ Judge of Probate.
WHEN IN PORTLAND—You can buy
hnm»S n°f The. Courier-Gazette, with the
home news, at Central News Co.. 66 Congress St ’ °F R°M News'stand. 381 >,i Con-

AND THAT IS

COTE’S
tai,e home

BEWARE HI IMITAMS

DR. E. L SCARLO1
35 LIMEROCK ST.

.

ROCKI

Osteopathic Physicia
Telephone 136

\

.
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PRESENTING
THE NEW CHEVROLET SIX
' ,

P• <

i;

, ,«■

’irfR-x,;

•

Today the Chevrolet Motor Company presents the

hood lines sweep back unbroken to blend gracefully into the new Fisher

Bigger and Better Chevrolet Six, a new model of the six-

bodies. And never was Fisher's fine craftsmanship more evident than

cylinder car which has enjoyed such wide popularity.

in the bodies of the new Chevrolet Six!

f

In both the chassis and body of this new six-cylinder Chevrolet you will

Not only arc thc bodies roomier and more comfortable, but as you study

find expressed, as never before, Chevrolet's well-known policy of progress

them you will discover many gratifying new features and pleasing

through constant improvement.

refinements—many examples of that painstaking attention to detail

For—without departing from the basic features which have won the

which is the basis of true quality.

enthusiastic approval of over 2,000,000 buyers—Chevrolet has produced

a six-cylinder car which represents an entirely new standard of quality,
value and refinement in the low-price field.

Mechanically, too, the new Chevrolet Six is a better automobile. The

wheelbase is longer. The frame is stronger. The steering is easier.
The clutch is more durable. There is a smoother, quieter, easier shifting

Your first impression of the new Chevrolet will be one of striking

transmission. In fact, wherever finer materials and more advanced

flettness, grace and beauty. The car is longer, lower and modemly

design could add to Chevrolet quality or increase Chevrolet's traditional

The radiator has been deepened and its appearance enhanced

economy of ownership—improvement has been made. See the new

by a curving tie-bar and chrome-plated parabolic headlamps. The long

Chevrolet Six—and you will agree that here is the Great American Value!

smart.

»

AT NEW LOW PRICES

»

«

«

■4k

Chevrolet has long been one of the lowest priced cars in the
world. Yet due to the savings of volume production and
increased manufacturing efficiency, the Bigger and Better
The
Phaeton

1
j

ra

............ *545
t*535
COC
$£?
AC
545

‘510

The
Roadster

Sport Roadster
with rumble seat

Chevrolet is offered at new low prices. Come in today. See
and drive the new Chevrolet Six. Learn the new economy
of owning a modern, fine quality, six-cylinder automobile.
Sport Coupe
with rumble seat ....

'475

Standard
Coupe ................... ............

Standard
Sedan .........................

*495

Standard FiveWindow Coupe ..............

Special
Sedan .........................

*575
*635
’650

SPECIAL EQUIPMENT EXTRA
'Chevrolet Trucks from $355 to $695. All prices f. o. b. Flint, Michigan

SIX

ss

I iiivisoiii
IT’S

WISE

TO

CHOOSE

A

f
L

SIX

SEA VIEW GARAGE, INC.
689 MAIN STREET

CAMDEN

ROCKLAND, MAINE

BAY VIEW GARAGE, INC.

MAINE
9

----- r
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For Sale
SOUTH THOMASTON
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Carl
Snow
of
PortAdvertisements in this column not to
FOR SALE—Black rocker_spanlel
r The Beta Alpha Club will meet Thomaston Treasure-House land were weekend guests(Of reiativ’es
exceed three lines Inserted once for 25 females. $5. males $10. BERNICE I IELL).
..___
,
z-..______ ..
v
.
olid
friniide
in
tnu'n
ICJVl
111
I IIP
cents. 3 times for 50 cents. Additional Union. Me.___________ _____________
.
...
and
friends
in
town.
Carl
in
the
with Mrs. Charles M. Starrett Mon
lines 5 cents each for one time. 10 cents
for SALE—Dry hard wood, fitted. $11
That Yielded Joy To Child meantime enjoyed a trip to the island
day evening.
for three times. Six words make a line cord FRANK ERICKSON. Box 70 R. 1.
To have all the heat you want in any room, when you want it;
! gunning.
137*139
The ladies’ mission circle of the
Thomaston. Me.
if you use a
of Long Ago
Mrs. Ada Snow has recently had a
FOR SALE—Paige coupe (1927). me
Baptist Church will meet with Mrs.
Lost
and
Found
fine Atwater-Kent radio installed.
chanically perfect.
Price reasonable.;
Charles Washburn next Tuesday in
GRAYS GARAGE. Thomaston.
137-139
By Susanne Alice Ranlett
At the grammar school Wednesday
K
&
W
GAS
HEATER
•
•
We believe “a satisfied cus
LOST
—
Tire
and
rim
with
tail
light
j
work11 ^pici^iT dinner will be served Once, many years ago. a child, bur-I morning there was much rejoicing
FOR SALE—1927 Chrysler 4 Coupe
and license plate No. 80374 Will firider
tomer is the best advertise
It makes its own gas from gasolene. No pipes, r.o gas tubing, no
please return to postoffice. Rockport. Me with truck body. 4 wheel hydraulic
at noon P
rowing beneath the eaves of an old "hen the A. N. Palmer Co/s awards
ment,” and on that principle,
137*lt brakes. A-l condition, $200. PAYSONconnections to make.
Y- 1
Tar™-™ orr
,
for the penmanship tests submitted
NASH CO.. East Union.
137*139
our business is increasing.
Captain and
®,0*n are garret in Thomaston, found a treas- 1t0 them £st nwnthPwere read. HonLOST—Dog. j$hrt German police and
FOR SALE—Thanksgiving geese. alive
We shall be very glad to ad
spendmg several days in
.
ure. The garret was dusky in the j Ors were awarded for improvement
Dane,
colorTel.
brown.
Please notify FRANK
ELLIOT.
489-V/.
137*139 or fessed. CALL
Thomastota
1M-L
SPECIALLY PRICED NOW!
vise you on the selection of a
--------v.r
Church wrilThoU its regular meeting scant light that crept through small «rtfficaU^ to Doris Maloney Arthur
suitable Memorial for your
ReLOST—Light brown pocketbook
Call at our store, cr write for folder and prices on this remarkable
FOR SALE—Villlage farm $1200. Most
next Tuesday After the circle sup, windows in the gable ends and fra-R
buttons tQ
Cemetery plot.
ward
HAROLD CROSS. 88 Limerock
'
wonderful buy on State road; 3 minutes
heater.
St.
137-lt to stores, both grammar and high
per Miss Helen York of Rockland grant with the odor of spruce wood, ; Mvrtje Harlow, Ralph Tyler. Alberta
2930
,
.a,
. v. Tin
school, postofflee. churches, etc. Good
will give an account of her trip to long beaten by winter snows and Graves. William Anderson and MarLOST—White gold wrist watch. Illinois, i ? room house, running water, phone;
Wm. E. Dornan & Son
FARM, DAIRY and POULTRY SVPFLH.S — SEEDS
Please return to MARY STAPLES and I iarge barn, hennery*, shed, 40 a land. 15
France with the Gold Star Mothers, burned by summer sunshine, and ' jorie Sleeper. Palmer method butreceive reward. 15 Ingraham field. City. macWne worked tillage. 20 pasture. 5
Mrs. Delano will be the reader ol muSieaj Wjth the susurrus of falling tons. 1st award, Elmer Newman,
1J* wood; 75 bearing apple trees. 200 ft. to
Inc.
- - •
Ad-|
two selections, "It takes a man to be raindrops.
I Warren Ulmer, Sylvia Tyler, Mary
watti-w To
hv i,.i,n n fine boating, bathing and- fishing.
NOTICE Is hereby gi\en by Joh:
mlnlstrator’s sale; hence, low price. J.
brave;” "Ma and the auto. The on ,his day the tall, often gaily Evelyn Ulmer, Beverlie Jackson,
EAST UNION, ME.
Mitchell. Subordinate Lodge Deputy, D. PEASE, Hope. Me.
137-139
members are requested to meet at - galloping, rocking-horse, the much Charles Watts. Jr.. Richard Knowlthat deposit book No. 25730 issued in
117T-tf
TCDtRAl. and TfMPLL STS.,
POBTLAWP
FOR SALE—150 late hatched R I. Red
name of Deep Sea Lodge. K. of P.. No
o’clock. as there will be work for inhabited doll-house, and the soaring ton and Alton Wooster.
139. Swan's Island, Maine, is lost, and pullets. Prices from $1 to $1.50. V. C.
A
little
later
in
the
season
last
year
them.
swing were neglected; the sorrowful,
137*139
that the Grand Lodge. K. of P.. Grand WEAVER. Waldoboro. Me.
Miss Alice Maxey has returned untenanted bird-cage and gold-fish a "pound party” was held in Grange
Domain of Maine, wishes a duplicate
FOR SALE—Atwater Kent radio. 6
book
issued
ROCKLAND SAVINGS tube. Temple speaker and "A" battery.
from the Knox Hospital and is mak- bowl were disregarded,and so were hall for the benefit of really deservBANK. By E. D. Spear, Treas. Rockland. A bargain. $20. R. SMALL, 1 Green St„
ing quick recovery from an operation even the moth-eaten hair trunks.! ing citizens and was very successful,
WHEELER’S BAY
VINALHAVEN
Maine. Nov. 15. 1930.
137*S143 Thomaston.
137* 13^
for appendicitis.
From th^se, the child sometimes Next Wednesday night it is planned
NOTICE—Notice is hereby given of the
FOR SALE—Good winter cabbage rea
Alphonso Hathorn. who has been dragged to adorn her small person to have another for the same cause,
H. E. RacklifT was given a surprise The annual meeting of Moses loss of deposit book numbered 508 sonable. TEL. Warren 23-3.
137*139
in Knox Hospital for treatment for strange ancient frocks of flowered Everyone is invited to donate one party Monday evening in honor of Webster Lodge. F.&A.M. was held issued by the Thomaston Savings Bank FOR SALE Twelve horses now on
and
the
owner
of
said
book
asks
for
an injury to his neck received in a | chintz and changeable silk and even pound at least and as many more as his 74th birthday anniversary. Ice Tuesday evening and these officers duplicate in accordance with the pro hand—3 pair. 3300 to 3400; 1 fancy pair
fall from a ladder, returned Thurs- stranger bonnets of many a past he can afford, and take it to the hall cream, cake and confections were elected: W. M.. Charles L. Boman; visions of the State Law. GEORGES NA bays. 3000 weight, all sound and right, If you have been waiting for
the late George Hart team. GEORGE
day. He is now in the home of Wil- fashion. The child felt herself post Wednesday night. Refreshments and served. Those present were Mr. and , S. W.. A. A. Peterson; J. W., James TIONAL BANK. Thomaston. Maine By M.
prices to reach bottom—come now
SIMMONS. 23 Tillson Ave.. Rockland.
131-S-137
liam G. Gillchrest, Main-street.
beautiful in a bonnet of drawn pink a program will furnish entertainment Mrs. Eugene Rackliff and family, Mr. Smith; S. D., David Duncan; J. D., L. S. Levensaler. Cashier.
for ours are already there!
Tel 4
136-138
Miss Lenora Ney of Portland has silk trimmed about the face with a for all who attend.
Tremendous Reductions on these
FOR SALE- 1925 Ford bargain at $40
and Mrs. Edgar Rackliff and family. Albert Lawry; Treas.. C. E. Boman,
been elected to fill the position of garden of rose-buds and draped with Mrs. Maynard Jackson was guest Mr. and Mrs. Walter Rackliff and Sec., F. L. Roberts; trustees for three
ARTHUR GEORGE. St. CLAIR. 19 Trinity
greatest values ever offered. Come
Wanted
St. Tel. 325-Y.____________________ 136*138
last Wednesday of Mrs. Samuel Jack- family. Mr. and Mrs. Reuben Maker. 'ears. C C. Webster. E. L. Glidden,
teacher of the first grade made va-, a floating, embroidered white veil,
in—nose around and you will see
cant by the resignation of the one But on this day, all these charms son in Rockland.
WANTED Young man between 18-25 ’ FOIL SALE—26 ft. surf boat to highest
a lot. It will give you an idea
Samuel Archer. Carroll Dennison. E. M. Hall: finance committee. C.: L. years
biddei*
Can
be
seen
and
information
to learn to be a store manager
chosen for the year. Miss Dorothy were neglected. The child, who had The praise service last Sunday Raymond Rackliff and Mr. and Mrs. Boman. A. A. Peterson. J. Smith.
of the unbelievable value offered
obtained on board KICKAPOO. Tillson’s
Apply
MR
HAGERMAN.
J.
J.
Newberry
Starrett has been filling the position but recently learned to read the night was well attended and the peo H. E. Rackliff.
here. We have a ffne selection of
136*138
137-139 wharf,
Mrs. Hannah Hatch of Bristol is Co.. Rockland.
Kitchen Stoves, Parlor Stoves and
temporarily. Miss Ney is at home message of the printed page, was ple seem desirous of continuing the
FOR SALE—Pigs. 4 weeks old
A. L.
Dr.
Steward
and
family
were
Suntire
guest
of
h^r
daughter.
Mrs.
J.
E.
WANTED—To buy 10 Fords Model T.
136*138
Special Stoves, in fact everything
at Elliston Luce's.
covered with dust and cobwebs, as meetings. Next Sunday evening there day guests of Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Snow.
sedans, coupes, runabouts. E. D LIN PERRY. Warren. Me. Tel. 4-4.
SCOTT. 73 Crescent St. Tel. 812-W.
to make a home. We also carry
Died in Glenmere Nov. 14. George she crept into the dimmest recesses i will be another beginning at 7.30. Rackliff.
FOR SALE - White Rotary sewing ma
Over
40
were
present
at
Union
137*139
chine; also Edison cabinet phonograph,
A. Davis, 86 years. 10 months, beneath the low eaves and burrowed G. B. Butler will give a talk for the
a complete line of Store and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ralph
Cline
are
reChurch
vestry
Thursday
to
attend
with
80
double
records,
low
price.
TEL
WANTED—Girl for housework, two In
16 days, formerly of Cushing. A into certain boxes which were filled older people; Miss Susie Sleeper a ceiving congratulations on the birth the sewing bee and picnic dinner, family.
Office Furniture.
136-138
No cooking. One who prefers 1201.
service at the home of his son Byron , with musty-smelling, leather-bound Bible story for the children, and there of a daughter Nov. 8.
good home to high wages.
Apply 6
FOR
SALE
—
Apples,
pound
sweets,
de

.
The
hostesses
were
Mrs.
Gladys
RobROCKLAND
137*139 licious. spys.
Davis in Glenmere will be held Sun- books. She peered within the covers will be good music, so everyone can Mrs. H. E. Rackliff and Mrs. j insert, Mrs. Georgie Roberts, Mrs. WARREN ST.. City.
also cabbage.
J.
F.
136*14}
WANTED—To buy
Call or CALDERWOOD. Union. Mr.
day at 1.30, to be followed by a serv- of one and another—dull old things' be sure of spending the time profit Rueben Maker are visiting relatives Carrie Burns and Mrs. Alice TownsFURNITURE
CO.
write stating price. LOUIS TAYLOR St
FOR SALE—Two tons hay. hen house,
ice in the schoolhouse at Pleasant "Course of Time." "Night Thoughts.” ably and all are urged to attend and in Lewiston and Weestbrook.
Formerly occupied by Rockland
end.
George._______________________ 137* 11 vise, ice box. hen crates, sewing ma
help
along
the
good
work.
Point at 3 o'clock.
"Sermons," "Mental Philosophy."
Produce Co.
Little Olive Cline is staying with 0 ^5 Libby, purser for the VinalWANTED- Two men with ability and chine. chairs, ladder, pung. wringer,
Karl Stetson has returned from Then she opened a shabby, dog-eared
Telephone 427-R
character for steady position in Warren washbench. Tel. 433-R. 64 MECHANIC
her
aunt.
Mrs.
Elizabeth
Baum,
haven
and
Rockland
Steamboat
Co.,
SPRUCE HE.AD
135*137
the Portland hospital, where he has little volume which contained—yes.
vicinity. Earnings $25 to $40 per ST.
41 Tillson Ave.
Rockland
while her mother is in Knox Hos- wlu leave Tuesday for his home in and
week, depending on ability.
Ad<tre*w
been under treatment several weeks truly stories and verses!
FOR SALE—Flemish Giants.
Good
UOSTtf
F. B . care Courier-Gazette.
136*137 time to change stock for winter and
pital.
Wollaston,
Mass.
He
will
be
accomMrs. Fannie Edgerton accom- Flat on the floor she lay. and
Oliver T. Mann
----------------panied by his mother Mrs. Margaret
WANTED—One hundred men to look at spring litters. Bucks 5 mos. old. $2. also
panied by her daughter. Mrs. E. P. straightway was far from the old Again this community is saddened
50c four-in-hand ties in our Main juniors. Prices right. New Zealand Red
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
SOUTH WALDOBORO E. Libby, also by Mrs. Eliza E. Arey our
bucks.
$1.50.
B. F
LEADBETTER.
Ahern, went Friday to Waban. Mass., garret, in a forest-land where a in the passing of Oliver T. Mann, 88.
St. window. FULLER-COBB-DAVIS.
___
who
will
spend
the
winter
in
RochesSTEAMBOAT CO.
135-137
*
135-137 Pleasantville. Warren. Me.
they will be guests at Wallace Edger- wood-chopper, mourning the loss of whose death occurred Nov. 3. at the
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
Mr. and .Mrs. Eben Buker of Rich- ter' N. Y., with her son R. Mont
FOR SALE—A B gas range. Tel.
WANTED—Second hand upright piano
ton's.
his axe in a lake, was comforted by residence of his daughter. Mrs.
(In effect Oct. 1. 1930)
MRS. ERNEST JONES. 58 War
for Hincklev Corner school. Write MISS 246-R
Vinalhaven Line
Mrs. Edgar French of Everett, a radiant nymph who offered an axe Charles Cleveland in Camden, where mond were guests of Mrs. Serena Arey.
ren St.
A ____________________
135-137
SHIRLEY CASTNER or phone 2-22. _____________________
Steamer leaves Vinalhaven dally ex
Mr. and Mrs. Leo W. Lane went M.
Mass., is visiting her aunt. Mrs. Vir- of silver and one of gold and finally he has made his home for several Winchenbach over the weekend.
Warren-________________________ - 135-137
FOr SALE—16 ft J Chase Tractor Saw cept Sunday at 8 A. M. Arriving In
Mrs. E. R. Burns is visiting her Thursday to Boston,
ginia Daniels.
his own of steel, to which she added years, and whose loving and tender
WANTED—Capable, middle-aged worn- Mill complete, with or without tractor, Rockland at 9.20 A M. Returning leaves
Mrs. A. U. Patterson is in Rock an will keep house for an elderly lady.: Good condition. Also rotary bedj>laner. Rockland at 2.30 P. M. direct for Vinal
A. W. Hatch who is making a those of precious metal, because he eare made his declining years so daughter Mrs. Dan Giroux in Waterarriving at 3.45 P. M.
ville.
'
land where she will spend the win- business couple, or care for a semi-in- ■ R- W. BUZZELL CO.. Rockport,*Mr134-tf haven.
model of the old frigate Constitu- had truthfully declared that these peaceful and happy.
Stonington and Swan's Island Line
Go anywhere. Address L I. D__________________________________________
Mr and Mrs. H. G. Winchenbach ter months with her daughter Mrs. valid.
tion has the hull constructed and were non« of his Then was the piti-1 Mr Mann had been a lifelong resiSteamer leaves Swan's Island dally ex-k
14 Dunn St.. Thomaston. Me.
135*137
FOR SALE—Two coon hounds, 3 and 4
cept Sunday at 6 A. M . arriving at Stonthe masts and bowsprit in place. ful ta'e of a lovely
youhg bride. dent of this place, and he will be and E. O. Borneman, Fred Genth- Charles Schofield,
WANTED—500 R. I. R. laving pullets, years old; one Bluetick pup. 7 months ington at 6.55 A. M . North Haven at 7.50
greatly missed. He was always ready ner and Hollis Pitcher were in Wis- Mrs. Winfield Dickey was in Rock- good
The Constitution is a 44 gun frigate Cinevra, who playinghide-and-seek
breeders. Will call for lots of 50 or Old: also one female fox hound. 4l2 A. M.. due to arrive at Rockland about
more.
C. D. WHITE. Camden
Tel years old; and three dozen fox traps and 9 o'clock. Returning leaves Rockland at
and is being reproduced in the slipped into a huge chest, which to help those in distress or to do lor casset Wednesday attending court. land to visit her husband, who is re- 521-3.
one dozen skunk traps, used last fall. 1.30 P. M.. North Haven at 2.35 F. M..
smallest detail. Mr. Hatch is ex- snapped upon her its terrible spring the good of the community, and his Mr. and Mrs. Austin Winchenbach ceiving treatment at Knox Hospital,
Cheap if sold at once. R. W. JEWELL, Stonington at 3.40 P. M.. due to arrive at
WANTED—Boy
wishing to
attend Glencove Me. Tel. 256-4
133*138 Swan's Island about 5 o'clock.
pecting to complete the work some- lock^and^from a play-house became a cheery smile and hearty handclasp attended a bridge party Wednesday She was accompanied by her son and Rockland
Commercial College would
never
failed
his
friends.
Especially
..............
__ ..........
tomb. Tears in her eyes, the child
evening at Miss Lalia Brook's at the daughter Norman Dickey and Mrs. like chance to w’ork board and room. FOR SALE—Vegetables for w’lnter
B. H. STINSON. General Agent
time
in March
1931.
will
be
missed
by
the
children
with
keeping,
cabbage.
$1.50
per
100
lbs.
tur
LENA K SARGENT. Tel. 990-M or 994
Sunday services at the Baptist, looked apprehensively about the dim
village.
Harold Gustavison.
nips. $1 bu.. carrots. $1.50 bu., squash,
135-137
whom
he
was
a
great
favorite.
He
Church ' will be: 9 45. school. 11. garret to see if there were possibly
Friends of Mrs. Stanley Simmons Miss Alice Creed is in Stoneham,
r~
. . — $150 per 100 lbs., parsnips. 6 cents lb.,
T•, WANTED
si and
distance
2*2 cents lb., delivered, all excelmorning worship, topic. "The Mod- an.v such evil-minded chest which was a man of sterling character, hon came up from Friendship last week Mass. to spend the winter months
furniture r . .ij All kinds of trucking ,ent quailty. SAGE & CHATER. Upper
est.
just
and
kind,
a
true
gentleman
ern Sin," 7, meeting of the C. E. So- ™«ht so swallow her and hide the
and tendered her a surprise party with her sister Mrs. Percy Spear. _
Tfifson1 Ave°r Te?d837R W JEWE1^3'.1^ Elm St. Camden. Tel. 274.
13S»138
in
every
sense
of
the
word.
He
was
a
ciety. topic. "Thankful.' Olive Elwell, aa fu secret from her dear ones,
also presenting her with several Mrs Vad hn Jonnson will be
_ .
. , .
_
.
FOR SALE—Dry spruce slabs, sawed
leader. This will be a united serv- In farther exploration, the child stone cutter by trade and the last
WANTED-Radio repair jobs. Bring in 5tove length. $1.25 per foot. R. S. JOR.
gwS' A o, T® K ’T’V,
hostess to the Mothers' Club Friday
ice. Come and supDort the young came upon piles of yellow, crackling, charter member who helped to draw i Mrs. Wendell Studley and Miss evening.
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elsewhere, we have an expert radio re- -------------------- ---------------------------------people.
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ret Jordan, Miss Anna Dillingham.
.
noticed in large letters one leaves three sons and one daughter. Sunday to greet Pastor Howse who an early date. Ralph Brown and
' son radios, a Rolls Royce of all radios
ELECTRICAL SPECIALISTS
DR^JOHN A. LLNT office at $ Lime- can be seen and heard at 53 Tillson Ave
Miss Katherine Winn. Miss Ardelle a°^d ^hat was familiar. How often Leland Mann of Spruce Head. Wood-1 was at his best with a message ap- Dewey Brown are owners of the new rock
(Your Local Authorized Dealer
St., over Limerock restaurant, even SHAPIRO BROS . Rockland.
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. s e ',e.el].that word between her
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ladies' guild of the Episcopal Church, ing race.
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Golden
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Walter Clark. Vellis Weaver and Beginning next Sunday the services attend the council meeting Thursday
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and
Living-Room
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Miss Alma Glidden and Miss Doro- the church.
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We Want Your
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Child's own New England’
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garage. 7 PLEASANT ST.
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And Will Pay Highest Market
as their guest, Miss Lois Hagerman. I guest of relatives for several days. | While in town Mrs. Agnes Bradley
Good Eggs
TO LET—Good warm room. Apnlv
Price
Miss Gladys Flint has been home' The ladies' aid of Deer Isle. North of Rumford was the guest of Mrs.
136-138
Call cr write and trucks will call. ELM ST.
NORTH HAVEN
Deer Isle and Sunset will all meet at i Clinton Teele.
from Portland.
flOARANTEED
TO LET-Furnished tenement of 4
The year 1931 will see a heavy de
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Washington
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---i A special meeting of Wiwurna
rooms, and shed. $3.50 week. TEL. j
TO YIELD TO
mand for broilers on the part of
Care CHARLES McKELLAR
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George F. Lewis is in Rockland for Chapter. O.E.S., is calfed for Monday Thursday afternoon for a social time.' Watch for the opening date of Ye j
packers and consumers and also a jury service.
CHINESE
HERB
WARREN, ME.
Warren Bray died at his home Olde Mille Miniature Golf Course at
! evening at 7.30.
TO LET—Eight-room house, all modJ
If you suffer from itching, blind,
high level of egg prices, according Merwin Snow is attending Fisher , Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Collamore who Sunday night. He had been an in- . Vinalhaven.
Telephone Warren 2-3
ern improvements at 14 Shaw Ave. In- ,
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to a statement issued by L. J. Business College in Boston.
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power
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HOPE
Several young people attended the ship, Long Island, are at their home
TO LET—In Rockland, 23 Franklin
Cnineso Herb, which fortifies Dr.
Baby Chick Promotion Campaign, Armistice dance in Vinalhaven Tues- [here for the winter,
from his late home. Rev. Frank Jun- ; Mr. and Mrs. J. G. Gath, Mrs. C.
St., unstairs apart. 4 rooms, garage.
Nixon’s Chinaroid. It’s the newest
which has its headquarters in Day- day night.
MRS. DAVID OSIER, R. F. D. 4. Water-’ and fastest acting treatment out.
Miss Rose Flagg has been passing a kins officiating.
II. Dunbar and Frances Howard have
ton. Ohio.
ville. Me
135*140 ’ Brings ease and comfort in a few
Messrs. Carver and Duncan have a week in Reading, Mass.
A play entitled "Poor Dear Uncle i rccentiy returned from a five-day
“A number of leaders of the poul- j new boat to be used in their scallop
TO LET—Or for sale. new 5-room minutes so that you can work and
Mrs. Harold Glidden is visiting rel- Jim was given Thursday evening automobile trip to Boston and vicinenjoy life while it continues
its
GLOBE
LAUNDRY
house, furnished.
Bath and
miu euuwn,
shower.
------ j —
try industry during the last few jng business this winter.
by the seniors at McKinley High jty
atives in Shelburne Falls. Mass.
on’t dePortland, Maine
«
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+act orl*i
months have made a very careful Augustine Whitmore. Mrs. Whit-, __
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_
cellar
with
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to
avoid
a
dangerw w Lernjond was the {irst to Quality Work,
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Moody and School, and $86 netted
Family Washings ' 2li5rl WI,W»set
~>rd «wood11 floors
ous and costly operation. Try Dr.
electric lights and power. In-wall iron
study of the industry in regard to more and Miss Clara left Tuesday' Miss Annie O. Welt have returned Mi. and Mri E. A. Greene were capture a deer.* bringing home a nice
Called For and Delivered
Ing board, sun porch, heats on less than Nixon’s Chinaroid under our guar
what the business will be in 1931." morning to pass the winter in from a motor trip to Massachusetts. guests Wednesctey of Mr. and Mrs. buck shot in the vicinity o{ php.
Parcel Delivery Service
; 5 tons coal. Also new 6-room house, un antee to satisfv completely and be
Mr. Haughey says in his statement. Florida.
| New telephones have been installed D.W ,ToITt'
furnished. with about same speclflca- worth 100 times the small cost or
*< ij
brook Mountain.
"While egg prices today are low as
Services Sunday will be held as in the residence of Fred Shuman and Martin Johnson of Malden. Mass. Mrs Laura starrett, Mrs. Grace j Walter Dorgan, Tei. 106R 1 tions. H. H. STOVER. Ill Limerock St. your money back.
Tel. 1201._________________ ________ 135-137
C. H. Moor & Co., Rockland
far as storage eggs are conc?rned. follows: Sunday school at 9.45; wor- Arnold Standish.
has bought the Wellington cottage, spear and Ernest Hilt of Warren
TO LET—Five room flat. All modern. |
fresh egg prices are reasonably high, ship with sermon by the pastor at 11, | Charles Lilly and Fred Lilly have and accompanied by his son-in-law vjsited Sunday with Evelyn Vining.
| at 23 Fulton St. ROSE PRESCOTT. 240 ,
There are practically no broilers in young ladies'choir sings; young peo- been in Yarmouth, called by the death Eric Almlor and Ray Robbins of Ar- EQ(Jf Bowl'y and
Hart at_
Broadway._____________________
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storage and poultry meat of all kinds pie meet at 6.30; evening service with of the former's brother.
there°n
spendlng a Jew days tended the 4-H Club at Camden last
TO LET—Tenement at 18 Gay St.
Work Done Anywhere
is at a low ebb as far as cold storage orchestra assisting at 7.30: Tuesday | Mrs. E. R. Hunnewell of North All
Apply to L. W. BENNER. 2 North Main
St.________________________________ 135-tf I
is concerned.
, night meeting at the Northeast son is visiting her mother, Mrs. Lii- Roy Snowden and Maynard Scott ^/^eetings at the Advent Chapel
Prompt Service
TO LET—A warm, sunny apartment of
“This condition augurs well for the schoolhouse. The attendance is good, lian Reed.
^nni^Vrin
’ conducted by Miss Jones, pastor of
five rooms and bath, ^private entrance.
future. It means that the early let's make it better, and aim at 100 at i Dr. P. Goodrich Cadieu has re gunning trip. They brought home jjazarene Church at Union, are well
Inquire of ELIZABETH DONOHUE. 89
Water pipes Repaired and Relaid.
baby chicks bought for broilers will 1 the church school. Last Sunday it cently been elected secretary of the Mr. and Mrs. Fred Beck and son ’
’fork St., Rockland.
_________ 134-tf
Inside and Out. Digging included.
be profitable to farmers. Packer was 78 with an average of 74 for Oc- 1 advisory board of the new Maine
TO LET—Nice warm rooms with use 1 Pipes Wired Out.
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I
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general for early broilers will be, Word was received Thursday of the Other members of the board are Dr Andrew J. at Washburn.
Plugged.
Cesspools Dug
and
TO LET—Seven room house on Sim- ’
great and will offer a good price."
death in North Conway. N. H.. of Au- j William Sherman, Augusta, presiaddi CT'/mM
| Wellman mid Mr. and Mrs. Heath
Rocked.
Shallow Cellars Dug
mons St.
F. STUDLEY. 69 Park SV
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buy baby chicks for broilers without North Haven, from what is supposed |ta; Dr. Frederick C. Lowden, Gardi- Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hallowell of , ing trip.
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TO LET—In Thomaston, furnished
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...... .......
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Mr. and Mrs. Will Russell, M:. and
apartment of 4 rooms for the winter*.
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S. E. Eaton
son with a small number of pullets. He is survived by his wife and two s. Epps Auburn: Dr. Maud Keliett, land and Abner E. Grant of Appleton. ofWarrenwere dinner guests of LveTO LET—6-room tenement on Spring
for the egg prices next fall will be ;
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A HOUSE WARMING
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THE DIME NOVEL

Gilbert Patten of Camden J
Andrew Coffey and Family Men Folks Will Have Charge
i
Begins Publication of New
Have Many Callers At Ash
of Three A: the UniverThe longer I live and the more I
Point Home
Series
1
salist Church
look around at the common things 1
should know, but don’t, the more I
A very complete assortment of Lamps and Lamp
Few Rockland men of advanced :
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Coffey and
The Universalist Circle suppers for realize what a dumb-bell I am. It
In addition to personal notes regarding! Mrs. I. E. Spear of Warren has their three children Madeline, An the balance of the season will be in must be that I see in my saunters years would probably be able to plead |
Shades in the latest wanted styles and materials
departures and arrivals, this department u„~n visltine her daughter
Mrs
"not guilty” to the charge of having,
especially desires information of social I , "
",
Qau*nler’ wrs' drew and Robert who have recently charge of these capable house some of the native flowers hereafteris obtainable at our store
returned to the old Crockett home
happenings, parties, musicals, etc. Note* I Annie B. Davis, Elm street,
named and which I copiPd from the at some time or other, read "dime
sent bv mail or telephone will be gladly,
stead at Ash Point, were given a keepers:
tablets on the “glass flowers" in the novels." Restoration of the undoubt
received.
Nov. 19—(annual fair) Mrs. Clar museum at Harvard University. edly popular "thrillers" is the ob
Miss Margaret Hutchinson of The J housewarming by their relatives and
TELEPHONE ................ ............. 770 or 7M-W
Highlands has been the guest of her|Cr'ends Wednesday evening. It was ence Beverage, general chairman.»
These are named as natives of New ject of Gilbert Patten Corporation,
Publishers, which as the name would
uncle Frank Dailey, in Portsmouth.,a )°V0US gathering—the brothers and
Dec. 3—Mrs. L. R. Campbell, Mrs. England:
Mr. and Mrs. George Kneeland of
___
| sisters especially being happy in the E. W. Berry. Mrs. J. Fred Knight, Cow wheat (melapyrum ambri- indicate is headed by the versatile
Sherman, Mr. and Mrs. George
of meeting once more in Mrs. R. L. Jones, Mrs. W E. Morgan, eanum), specimen from Medford, Camden author, who having practi
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neapolis.
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Helson
leison of
o: Portland.
rortianu.
evening service at 7 and the quartet
mighty as the great open spaces
held. Mrs. George H. Welch read to be guests of Prof, and Mrs. Carl
Twenty-five new dress coats just
Mrs Ralph Carleton will entertain
sjng ,.Oh,
lR Wonderfui" and
in which it takes place.
an exceptionally fine paper on "Pres J. Webber in Waterville tomorrow.
received. On sale at greatly reduced the Monday Club next week at her , olher selectlons. ail-day session of
ent Day Japan,” treating the subject
prices. E. B. Hastings & Co.—adv. home in ^ockiwrt
, udies> ajd Wednesday at vestry;
The cafeteria supper conducted
from a political, social, economic, lit
Mr and Mrs William E. Gill of Thursday evening prayer service at
A Story Read By Millions
erary and religious view. Miss Mar under the auspices of the Diligent
A thirty pound turkey will be given
?»e
^‘2^1 J o'clock; Johnson Society meets
garet Stahl played, the Japanese na Dames of the Congregational Church away the night before Thanksgiving at Carmonwill, Lake Megunticook.
evening at thc home of
tional anthem, and responses to the Wednesday had a large attendance, at the Fireproof Garage golf course. The “Crusade Supper" of Camden Wednesday
HAROLD BELL WRIGHT'S
roll call were made by Japanese and a very satisfactory sum was Each person playing a round may be Commandcry, K. T„ has been post Mrs. Ray Easton.
proverbs. Mrs. R. C. Wentworth, netted. Wooden trays similar to the one to take home thc handsome poned from Nov. 18 to Nov. 25. The
EAST UNION
garbed in a beautiful costume those used for the Masonic times bird. It is not a matter of scoring.— change was made that officers mav
attend the School of Instruction to
brought from Japan, gave a most were an Innovation for the self-serv adv.
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Brown are
interesting impersonation of "O ice. The committee In charge was
be held at Bath on the 18th.
George Higeins and Edward Ferris moving into the house formerly owned
Hama San' a girl in the Blackmer composed of Mrs. A. C. Jones, chair
I
have returned from a gunning trip by the late E. F. Thomas.
Home maintained by the Mission. man. Mrs. Russell Bartlett, Mrs.
Mrs. Gertrude Starrett and son
at Bernard Siding. Each brought
Miss Alice Fuller gave an account of Oliver Hills, Mrs Fred Linekin, Mrs.
With
Parker accompanied by Mrs. C. S.
the State convention in Portland. A E Stuart Orbeton, Mrs. R. E. Thurs
home a doe.
JOHN HOLLAND
Episode No. 7
Capt. John Husbv left Thursdav Coburn and Mrs. May Robbins of
large amount of Red Cross sewing ton, Mrs. J. O. Stevens Mrs. John
An Ad. In These
for Winchester, N. H„ where he will Warren recently spent a pleasant eve
was accomplished and four comfort Pomeroy. Mrs. M. F. Lovejoy. Mrs.
UNA MERKEL, NANCE O’NEIL
ning with Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Payson.
spend the winter.
‘‘Love Defender’’
ers were given to Miss Corbett fot E. L. Scarlott. Mrs. Fred Overlock,
ALSO
Columns Will Sell
Mrs. Frank Mansfield has returned There was degree work at the
her relief work. Programs for the Mrs. Carl Sonntag. Mrs. N. A. Fogg
Knute Rockne’s Football
to, her home in Brookline. Mass., Grange Tuesday night with good at
season's meetings and mite boxes Mrs. Joseph Emery, Mrs. Ralph
A Publix Theatre
after a visit with her mother Mrs. tendance.
•
r
Anything From a
were distributed. Three new mem Hanscom. Mrs. C. A. Rose. Mrs. L.
NOW PLAYING
Shows
at 2.00. 6.30. 8.30
Dornan
&
Fish
are
putting
in
a
N.
Lawrence.
Miss
Charlotte
Buffum
John
C.
Curtis.
bers were reported—Mrs. J. A. Jame
cement dam at the upper bridge
Saturday Continuous
'LOVE IN THE ROUGH”
son, Miss Carolyn Jameson and Miss and Miss Margaret Snow.
Needle to an Anchor
That remark of the child-problem which will take the place of the old
Margaret Stahl.
columnist. "Remember, applause wooden one in use so many years. |
Not only the sound of the instru
What Do You Want
helps the child,” somehow stirs The girls' 4-H Club, the Happy Hust
Continuous service of steaks and ments in the band is heard on the
Home of
memories of our remote youth. lers, Mrs. Lilia Morton leader, de-,
chops and supper specials are now new Victor radio, but the true quality
Paramount
setfes
much
praise
for
lls
good
work.
When
they
gave
us
a
hand
in
those
of
tone
of
every
Instrument
from
the
to Sell >
featured nt Mrs. Thnrtow's. The
Pictures
Mr. and Mrs. Will Miller of Audays, we were always considerably
luncheon idea in connection with the piccolo to the bass drum is brought
visited
Miss
Jennie
bothered
in
the
place
where
it
land.
gusta
recently
Maine
Music
ice cream parlors has met with high out in its true sense
Miller in this place.
ed.—Boston Herald.
f
Store—adv.
favor.
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CHATTING WITH

THE REALM OF MUSIC

THE SHORT WAVERS

THE

CORNFIELDS

OF

IOWA

Luke Brewster Goes a-Visiting Out In the Middle West, and
Finds Much To Interest
I started listening on short waves

LAUPA MOVEMENT

ARE LOSING GROUND

POWER SHIP JACONA

Being An Explanation of Condition of the Protestant New Stand-By Electric Serv
ice Craft Is Given Trial At
Finland’s Efforts To Com Churches In Rural Com
munities
Not
Satisfactory
Bucksport
bat Communism

the other night just in time to hear
a couple of Middle West amateurs
Few subjects in this country have A survey of the State of Maine The electric power ship Jacona,
discussing the Stanley Boynton trans Editor of The Courier-Gazette'— , I fine in texture. During the late war begun to attract more widespread at showed that the total Protestant designed to provide ‘‘stand by” elec
continental flight and from their con I had been looking forward to th:e speculation drove this land to $300 an tention than communism, a move church membership of the state was tric service to the interconnected
versation I gathered that one of the trip all summer and had intended to acre. It has now dropped back to ment which is known to have its fol less than 10 per cent of the rural
from Boston about the first oi $125 an acre.
lowers in Knox County. In Finland population Dr. Hilda L. Ives of Port electrical systems of Northern New
We often wonder what becomes of Mary,' was also destined for the con boys was an acquaintance of young start
but my nephew Paul Paul . When the bottom dropped out it there is underway a counteraction land reported at the annual conven England, was put into action today
the Atwater Kent audition winners, cert platform At school and conser Boynton's and was listening with one October,
on his broadcast set for news sen who is captain of a wealthy man - left many on the rocks, but there are known as “The Lapua Anti-Com tion of the Massachusetts Federation at Bucksport, immediately after Its
for usually they are lost to the pub vatory she took all the piano prizes ear
delivery to its owner, the New Eng
of the progress of the flight. yacht, had to attend the fishermen's some wealthy farmers who didn't munist Movement."
of Churches.
lic directly after their brief period in sight, and is a particularly gifted reports
Public Service Company, from
With a little time for preparation races in Gloucester, which delayed bother with the speculation and are
Lauri Ingman, professor in the The Maine survey which was made land
in the limelight, as they enter im Bach player.
sitting pretty. The drouth was not University of Helsinki, former prime by the National Home Mission coun the shipyards at Newport News, Vir
the
local
short
wave
operators
could
us
a
couple
of
weeks.
I
was
trim

“
H.
L.
Mencken,
given
his
choice
mediately upon advanced study
made quite a scoop of this flight ming off turnips at my farm abour so bad here, but it was bad enough, minister and recently appointed cil in co-operation with the Maine ginia, where she was equipped.
made possible through winning the would probably much rather be an have
we could have easily arranged a noon when I got word to come to as evidenced by the smaller crop of arch bishop of Finland, has written Inter - denominational commission, Use of such a floating power
coveted prize donated each year by orchestral conductor than the editor for
transcontinental schedule covering Boston as my nephew was to sta't corn. The yield this season is around for the New York Urltiest (Finnish also disclosed, Dr. Ives said, that house confers great advantages upon
that noteworthy philianthropist, At- of the American Mercury,
25 bushels an acre, and in favorable newspaper) an elaborate article con- from 1916 to 1926 there was a 10 per the utilities and industries of North
the cities of contact, going and com next piorning for the West.
water Kent. Among the 1927 win- j "The music critics seem to favor ing.
seasons goes as high as 50 bushels an cerning the Lapua movement, and at cent decrease ln the number of sepa- ern New England, utility officials
This
opportunity
may
occur
Taking
the
2
o'clock
train
out
of
ners was Marie Healey of Man- i the piano. Perhaps it is not fair to again and with a little advance dope
I was at my nephew's that acre. My nephew, Irving Brewster, the request of a number of local rate Protestant church . congrega- point out, because such a movable
Chester, N. H„ who even at that ! call them amateurs, but inasmuch as from the airport we could render Rockland
evening,
at
Watertown square, in a was picking com with a mechanical Finnish residents it is here repub- tions and a drop in Sunday school plant reduces very materially the
time won more than ordinary atten- they play for enjoyment, and not as quite a service at least to the local drizzling rain.
investment in costly stationary
We started before picker, drawn by a tractor. He esti lished
I enrollment of 16 per cent.
tion by her promising voice. We are I a career, it. seems permissible.
steam plants which would other
mated
his
crop
would
be
around
1500
friends
and
relatives
of
the
flyer.
I
,
daylight
—
my
nephew,
his
wife
and
The
survey
covered
483
towns
in
“Adolph Lewisohn, the millionaire understand this would be permissible small boy—in a new Ford sedan, bushels. A rosy cheeked daughter
interested to know that Miss Healey
wise be required.
Maine
with
a
total
population
of
[Second Installment]
is singing in Symphony hall, Boston, philanthropist, although in his 82nd under the radio act providing our Right here I will say I would not ask was driving the loaded corn wagons
The length of transmission lines
457,000
inhabiitants
about
threeSunday evening as soloist of the year, is a singer. I don't know how reports were not released for publi- [ for a better car for a long journey to the corn crib where it is elevated 3. The First Mass Meeting at Lapua fifths of the total population of the needed to assure stand-by power and
good he is, but I do know that he cation. In case we do not get the j no trouble at all and we were hitting mechanically.
Catholic Union concert.
A spark had fallen into the tinder state. Dr. Ives said that in the ten constant service to all parts of
In the three years that have takes a vocal lesson every day. Then chance I personally elect W1CRD of the trail at 50 miles an hour at long
In wandering around the town I at Lapua. And tinder was every
period the Baptist, Methodist regional power system is also re
elapsed since winning the A-K there is former Vice President Rockport the key station by virtue of stretches, out through Wayland and ran across one of the pioneers and where in the country. The arro year
Congregational Churches con duced by the use of a marine power
prize, Miss Healey has been engaged Dawes, who is a violinist and author. his established ability of working the by Fords’ estate and Inn, through he related some of the very interest gant behaviour of the Communists and
stituting 72 per cent of the Protest unit. Cheaper power is thus made
in intense study and many concert Robert Nathan, the novelist, Rupert cross country amateurs.
\ Worcester, Springfield, a long winri- ing incidents of those early days. had raised feeling to such a pitch in ant memership, showed a decrease of possible for consumers.
»ngagements. Last summer she won Hughes, and Owen Wister, are all
As the great water power re
I have been quite surprised in ing road through the beautiful His father came to Peterson, Clay all those circles where the religion 12 per cent in the number of church
%
double honors at the Chicago Col composers.
servicing radios the past few weeks Berkshire Hills, and across the Hud- County, when his son was 5 years old.
morals handed down by preced- es and an increase of one per cent in sources of Northern New England
“And did you know that Calvin to notice the utter disregard for de- [ son at Albany. All we had time to That was about 1871. The subject of land
lege of Music, capturing two scholar
are in easy and economical electrical
-ng generations, love of country, the membership.
ships of $1000 each. She has been Coolidge used to sing in a church cent antenna and ground installa- j see was the beautiful State Hou«e tnis sketen, Luell Watts, was a independence and liberty of the ReThe average membership of rural transmission distance of a deeply
choir?
”
studying with Frantz Proschowski
gentleman of the old school and has public were still held in respect, that Protestant churches was 83, the sur- indented coast line and navigable
tions used on electric sets. Safe to costing millions.
the teacher of Galli-Curci. She has
say that 50 per cent of the new elec Across the State of New York the a son who is a missionary in Africa. in a few days a mighty wave of anti- Vey disclosed. In the same period tidal rivers, the use of such a plant
been heard in concert in New Eng
In a recent issue oi the Etude tric sets in the city are now running farms had mainly Holstein cattle and His father hauled the first load of Communist feeling had spread like a from 1916 to 1926, the survey showed is dictated by engineering logic, it
land, New York City and as far West Music Magazine appeared an article on antennas that have been in use for red barns. The tops of the doors supplies from Fort Dodge to Peterson conflagration throughout the coun an increase of 23 per cent in the is pointed out—and plans for float
as Chicago. She was soloist at the “The Pelicans and the Piano" by Jay years and that were being used on the were painted a half circle, and a for the first store in 1867. The rail- try.
number of Catholic Churches and ing auxiliary power on the North
Springfield Music Festival in 1929 J j4e’^ia* This' has been printed" In I °‘t‘ ba“«-y sets when they were re straw stack at almost every farm top road came through in 1880.
The first great public meeting was an increase of 17 per cent in mem ern New England seaboard antedate
and with the Troy Vocal Society and leaflet form and one can get copies placed by the later electric models. overhung like an umbrella where the
the drought emergency on the Pa
held already on December 1st at bership.
the famous Schubert Club of Sche at the Public Library. It is very Considerable testing has revealed stock had gnawed the way around
He related to me that in the spring Lapua. The matter which the meet The survey gave as reasons tor the cific Coast which led to the employ
nectady during the last year.
well worth reading. It is a new reve that there are in some cases enor the bottom. I should judge these of 1867 the snow went off with heavy ing had been called together to dis drop in rural Protestant membership ment of the U. S. Navy airplane
Already a monster demonstration lation of the significance of practical mous losses in window-sill lead-ins were mostly milk farms, as 10-gallon freshets, making the rivers too high cuss, the awakening of an ogranized ln Maine poor economic conditions, carrier Lexington as a stand by gen
has been given in her honor by the musical training, written particu in both antenna and ground connec milk cans were at the roadside to to be forded. They were lucky movement against Communism, was decrease in farm population, exces erating station at Tacoma, Wash
various civic organizations of her larly from the business man's.stand tions. If users realized the minute be picked up by huge trucks to be enough to have one cow, and lived outlined by the farmer Vihtorl sive taxation, and the general policy ington, some time ago.
home city, Manchester, and on Sun point. and furnishes food for voltage which even the best antenna carried to the milk stations. We on boiled wheat and milk for three Kosola, one of those men of the of placing the weakest ministers In
The Jacona is designed exclusive
day, Nov. 23, she will be guest artist thought. In the article he names installation is capable of picking up went on through Buffalo and Niagat a days. His father had built a sod people who, towards the dose of the the weakest communities.
ly for the efficient generation of
of the program presented during the many of our country’s men famous they would consider its conservation Falls. It was cold and rainy. We house. The method of building was Russian regime, worked enthusiast!
power and can be used wherever an
Atwater Kent Hour. She has a pure in politics, letters, etc., such as for the benefit of better radio. Re went down elevator to foot of falls
to drive the posts into the ground cally in the cause of Finnish inde- Press, inter alia, by a clause decree- electric transmission line touches
coloratura voice and is endowed with Charles M. Schwab, America's steel cent tests have shown that many an a thrilling sight—but couldn’t stay and board up if they were lucky pendence, and who, for his own share i ing that a priniingpress which con- tidewater. Originally a Shipping
tenna systems over their entire
rare musical ability.
king; Valdimir Karapetoff, Stein length fail to pass the voltage bf a long on account of rain. We an- enough to have the boards. Then in such activity, had been lmpris- tinued to publish revolutionary and Board vessel, the ship was converted
metz's successor with the General 45 volt B battery owing to splices of swered a few questions from official.;, cut the sods and lay them up outside oned in the Spalernaia Prison in treasonable literature could be closed into a power plant and her motive
and crossed toll bridge into Canada. the boards. At first they were quite
In his speech he de- 1 down for stated periods. Special at- power machinery was removed to
A rare treat is promised local Electric Company; Ralph Mojeski, twisted wire (not soldered) and to We were stopped here by customs warm, but in time they would crack Petersburg.
scribed the hidden activities of the ’ tention was awakened by the exhor- make way for power, fuel and conthe
greatest
of
all
American
bridge
music lovers in the Schubert pro
poor window-sill lead-ins or broken officials, produced driver’s license, and let in the wind and snow, so his Communists, which struck at the tation uttered to certain members of densing water facilities
gram to be presented at the Univer builders; Cyrus H. K. Curtis, pub insulation.
car license, .etc., and drove nearly a father took the sods away and built very roots of Finland's national ex- the delegation who went to visit him
salist Church tomorrow afternoon at lisher and philanthropist, who have
It used to be the custom to start whole day through Ontario. We up sods with an air space between, istence. He reminded the meeting (by the old patriot, historian and
4 o'clock in commemoration of Franz attained a nigh standard of musi the antenna at the far end and cut were held up at Ambassador Bridge stuffed with straw. This was much that the Supreme Court had declared statesman Danielson-Kalmari. His
Echubert, one of the greatest com cianship as pianists, composers, or splice it to make the length to the at Detroit where the car was warmer but made a splendid place
message was concentrated in the
posers of all times, who died Nov. 19 vocalists and instrumentalists. And set. Such an antenna would worx searched for booze. They didn't find for the rats, and the family was the Communist Party suppressed al words: “Do not leave the work un
18j8. There will be quartet ana famous men of other countries are well until corrosion set in, which is any and asked where we were born. awakened often by the rats running ready in 1923 owing to its treasonable finished this time. Do not let the
Almost instant relief guaranteed
activities, though the Communists
double quartet numbers, violin solos named—Earl Balfour, former Prime sure to happen unless it has a pro This is the longest suspension bridge over the bed.
with one swallow of
60e
had succeeded in keeping the Party fire die out! Go forward with all 35c
by Miss Bertha Luce who will also Minister of England; Benito Musso tective covering such as enamel or in the world, having approaches t
He related how when they went to alive under false names. At the end your strength to clear the country of
lini.
Prime
Minister
of
Italy;
Premier
rubber
and
then
with
the
joints
e$
play obligatos; vocal solos by vari
combined length of one and three bed they would leave the broom
the destructive Communist move- ;
ous members of the church quartet Painleve of France; Premier Pad- posed even if soldered suffer the ef fourths miles, And being 152 feet within reach so they could sweep a of his address he exclaimed: “Is it ment. But remember; everything i
not time to carry into execution that
and an address by Rev. George H, | erewski of Poland, and many others j fects of resistance due to corrosion. above the river.
path to the stove where the snow had
notes in the course of a few minutes —
.................
. . -  We went to visit Mr. and Mrs. Wil sifted in during a bad storm. His decision of the Supreme Court which must be done by lawful means."
The new method
of antenna installa
Welch on Schubert.
who
has
given
$12,000,000
for
musical
tion
is
to
start
at
the
binding
post
on
liam Marsh at Detroit and found father was sheriff three years and orders the suppression of Communis
In his brief life, only 31 years.
organizations of any description
Schubert wrote music voluminously, education. But this is what im the radio,, carefully insulate wherever Mrs. Marsh in the hospital with a arrested a man for stealing corn. tic
contact is made with any sort of ma new baby, but her sister Mrs. Virginia They locked the prisoner up in the with all their organs. The decision
yet he was the least “schooled" of presses one in the article:
“Do you know that these famous terial and without cutting or making Bigham was housekeeper and enter Court House as there was no jail, and needs no amendment, all that is
WONDERFUL WOOD PIPELESS
all great German musicians. For
this lack of training, his keen musi citizens and hosts of others have any splices run at least 75 feet of pre tained us comfortably. I will now nailed the windows up. Being some needed is to carry it into effect.” The
concurred with Mr. Kosala’s
cal intuition and inexhaustible re time and again emphasized the fact ferably enamel or rubber covered take my readers across the State of what of a wag it was only a little meeting
Heaters of enormous
and crystallised its views into
sources of melody amply compen that the training that one gets wire. And the ground is just as inl Michigan, which found us that night while before he was outside, and ex opinion
the
following
resolutions:
sated. He is one of the grandest through the study of an instrument I portant and should be of one con beyond Chicago. At Kalamazoo large claimed to the sheriff: "Come and
power with no upkeep
“Lapua stands unanimously be
"impressionists” of all time. The is of priceless value in any life work? tinuous piece to the water pipe or bunches of celery were being hawked lock me up again."
hind
the
authorities
ln
their
task,
About this time tw’o horse thieves
expense for years to
spontaneity and fecundity of his It seems to me mighty significant separate ground driven in a damp on the street at 10 cents a bunch.
• ♦ » *
were arrested, and these were taken now become inescapable, of definite
song-composition are not more as that men of this type with a musi- ; place. Such a system will increase
ly
terminating
the
existence
of
the
:
come.
tounding than the perfection with cal training have risen to the very | the volume and selectivity of any set. At St. Joseph. Benton Harbor on to a town where they were more Communist Party in all its forms and
Ken White is back behind the Lake Michigan, I was interested in a secure.
which the music—melody and ac top.
with
all
its
organs.
.... poem.
..... His “When you have a course in train- counter at Moor’s drug store after a heroic statue of a fireman erected
During my stay I was taken by my
companiment_—...
fit the
Tested out under many of the
known * songs ‘for *»lo Voice with ‘ng in music, your mind is forced to short hunting trip up in the big woods in memory of five who lost their relatives to call on a lady 74 years "Lapua feels deeply the trampling 1
pianoforte accompaniment number ‘bink about four or five times as y>hich netted one deer and which by lives when a big opera house burned young. As a young girl she had under foot of all the dearly-bought
most
severe requirements in Maine,
gains
of
the
War
of
Liberation.
6P3. Another interesting note is that Quickly as ‘be ordinary man's. When ‘heway embraced the table for a in 1896. This is in Berrian County worked as housemaid in Earlham.
“Lapua cannot approve of the,
he used the Deems of Goethe
(72) you have to play several thousand gathering of local amateurs which ■which produces more apples than my She related how it took five days to
this
furnace
has proven its merit.
Schiller <46),PWilhelm Muller
-44■ notes in the course of a few minutes goes down in history as the first ban- other county in the United State"-, travel about 100 miles from that town presence in Parliament of open ene
mies of the Fatherland and law and
Kosegarten (22), Matthison (28), and you are drilled into a kind of super- Qu^of^e Knox Countyjrnlt o£the together with miles of grapes, to Aurelia.
I could almost imagine I was sitting order as lawmakers and with author
so on—always the best at his com- mental state. Then music makes Penobscot Bay Amateurs. Among peaches, pears and other small fruitr.
those present were Charles L. Veazie,
to decide in matters concerning
mand. One hundred years after his for accuracy. When you have to Robert Smith, Ray Easton, a couple The land is about all sand. There down in a New England farmhouse. ity
Established 1839
national defence.
death, the star of Schubert is still play thousands of notes one after of radiomen from the Kickapoo and are miles of sand dunes, which are Beautiful hooked rugs and quilts were
“
Lapua
cannot
approve
of
a
condi1
the
product
of
her
useful
hands.
Her
another
you
have
to
train
your
of
fine
sand
blown
up
by
the
hills
rising, and close acquaintance with
WOOD
BISHOP CO.
K. V. White, host of honor.
wind and sometimes burving whole husband died a few years before and tion of things which permits the
Schubert and his music brings in nerves, your muscles and your mind
Rodney
Dinsmore,
one
of
the
operright
of
free
speech
to
be
prostituted
her
stockily
built
bachelor
son
was
forests. Here the road follows the
. .. „ .,
, ,
Bangor, Maine
creasing regard and admiration foi to hit just the right note with the .
‘he Cushing commercial sta- lake through .Michigan City and carrying on the farm. This was very in the Press and at public meetings '
this unique, unrivalled musician. right force at the right time. Trans- | ^°rs
for
the
reviling
and
desecration
of
■
prosperous
and
well
equipped,
And
late
this
accuracy
into
business
and
D
lon
’
'^
AG
'„
a
?d
formerly
W1SO
of
Gary to Chicago. Gary is all sand.
His songs are never absent from the
Sold by VEAZIE HARDWARE CO.. Roekland
what it means.
ea,led °n me at
Ke^ Here the huge iron and steel mills had a corn crib as big as a small barn, all that forms the basis and founds-1
programs of the really great sing think
A. T. NORWOOD, Warren
Finally
there
is
nothing
that
will
Sunday
Mr.
O
nshore
is
living
in
filled with corn and threshed oats. tion of the ethics and principles of
are located, also huge oil refineries.
ers, a significant feature in itself. _ keep the young person's interest ™ n he nn th.
The Lake Shore drive I had read , Here my nephew took a snapshot of justice of the Finnish people.
Tomorrow's program will feature
“Lapua cannot approve of the fact
his best and most familiar composi- closer to home than music. The best, During our short
o{ amateur about, but here we were actually Mrs. Naomi Meneffee for that was
tions, certain to appeal to all music dollars you men will ever spend wil radio j reluctanUy disciosed to him driving over it, with beautiful parks ' her name, and we took leave of this that a treasonable political party,
THE
be those you invest in the musical that I had in nearly four years of and buildings on our left. On Lake j industrious lady of the prairies with which the Supreme Court, at the
lovers.
initiative of the Government, has
Michigan
I
saw
the
site
of
the
world
’
s
'
memories
of
a
most
enjoyable
visit,
education
pf
your
children.
Every
• * • •
activity on the short waves never fair to be held in 1933. They are
once declared suppressed, has been
Luke R. Brewster
father wants his child to have the
Deems Taylor says: “There Is one best in life—the things that will talked with Portland. He mentioned making land by pumping sand out of
permitted to be recreated in an even
----------------concert that has not yet been given. open the gates of opportunity and that W1AJC of that city was a friend the lake. I saw the Field Museum ANNUAL FRUIT SHOW more impudent form.
of
his,
and
he
had
scarcely
left
the
It probably never will be given—
Chicago Coliseum opposite. We
“We appeal in all confidence to
worse luck It could be given and if 1t0 real baPP>ness. My idea is j house when I listened in to hear and
were a long time getting out of Chi- ! . „
,, „
,
.. the authorities for the preservation I
worse iuck. n couiu oe given, ana n that music does this better than wiAlc
in
communication
with
cago, as it seemed as big as all Knox Albert K. Liardner Recalls of the safety and independence of
It were, I will guarantee that any- | anything elseI wiajg in
W1BLI of Orono. Later in the after- Countv, and passed through Elgin
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